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I PREFACE
For the record, it. is appropriate to give a brief
6:
I background as to the chronological evolution of the MAHS
airplane concept*.
i The concept for a Mars airplane evolved from aJanuary 1977 meeting between David Scott, former director
of NASA Drydren FRC, and Dr. Bruce Murray, director of Jet
i Propulsion Laboratory (JPL).
Basically, Dryden had developed a mini-remotely piloted
I vehicle called the Mini-Sniffer which was designed to fly at
70,000 to i00,000 feet over the earth. The major driver for
I this plane was a low cost alternative to the U-2 for atmos-
pheric research. Dr. Jose Chirivella of JPL recognized the
I potential of the Mini-Sniffer as a precursor for a Mars air-plane. In essence, he had the good sense to realize that the
technology of aeronautics had substantially advanced to the
I point where Mars airplane flight should be seriously considered.
A major factor in his thinking was that the Mini-Sniffer's
I power plant, a new invention by James Akkerman of JSC, was an
airless hydrazine engine with low dry weight and reasonable
I specific fuel consumption. In July Iq77, Dr. Chirivella
enlisted Mr. Vic Clarke's active support for advancing the
I Mars airplane. After the Mars 84 program failed to gain NASAacceptance, it was decided to open up the options for Mars
i exploration. Dr. Lou Friedman, the new Manager, gave Mr. VlcClarke $5,000 for a small M rs Airplane Study Contr ct to
industry in early October 1977. Dr. Chirivella and Mr. Clarke
I visited several companies including Developmental Sciences
(DSI)0 and Lear Siegler Astronlcs (LSI). Eventlally they chose
I the DSI/LSI combination as being well qualified by reason of
their experience in superlight weight mlni-RPV's and military
*In accomplishing this I draw heavily upon Mr. Victor Clarke
il _:.'s (JPL) historical account prior to DSI's chronologicalenvolvement.
N
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I RPV flight control and navigation systems. DSI designed
and developed the Army's _quila MinI-RPV, LSI supplies the
I flight control and navigation systems for Ryan's family of
drones. They also build the FC&N system for the L-1011.
I DSI also was currently flight testing their design of an
unfolding airplane for the Navy, called NO_FC, which fully
I deploys in a fraction of a second. (P:_l's background, seeJane's "All the World's Aircraft.") Dr. Gordon Harris,
i Mr. Abraham Kerem and myself worked on this study.The results of thi small study were reported in JPl,
Document 760-198, Part I° on November 28, IQ77. Basically,
I DSI designed a plane which had the characteristics of a
competition glider, an airframe of 58 Ibs.0 a total dry
I weight of 142 Ibs., payload of I00 Ibs., and an all up weight
of 450 Ibs. It had a tip-to-tip wing span of 15 meters and
I was 5.25 m nose-to-tail. The airfoil used was a thln, lowRe (40,000 - 70,000 range) Eppler type. At the same time,
i Vic Clarke developed the concept of flying multiple air-planes (16) with mil-spec r commercla] hardware to chieve
major cost savings, while maintain,ng overall mlssiot_ te-
l liaDility.
Encouraged by the positive results, Dr. Friedman granted
I Mr. Clarke $120,000 to delve deeper into the Mars Airplane.
From this sum, he gave DSI a $60,000 contract. DSI, in
I turn, subcontracted to Lear Siegler for flight control and
navigation work, and to Dr. Peter Lissaman of AeroVironment,
_, Inc. for design of the propellor. (Dr. Lissaman is the aero-
:| dynamics designer of the Gossamer-Condor, the world's first
human powered airplane), This second contract started
I February 15, 1978, and Mr. Kerem was made the DSI project
leader. On March 9, JPL and DSI/LSI went to NASA OAST to
I give a presentation on the Mars airplane for purposes of
solicltlng $I0 million from OAST to develop and flight test
I" tWO pre-productlon prototypes by mld-1981. This presentationis documented in JPL Publication 760-198, Part If. For this
- _)_ weight wlth 40-100 kg payload, depending on range desired.
#
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I For 40 kg, range is 6700 km. For 100 kg, range is 4800 km.Wlng span was increased to 21m. The most significant factor,
i however, was Mr. Kerem's ingenious design for stowing thef lded airplane into a Viking-like a roshell only 1 foot
greater in diameter than Viklng's. Essentially the Viking
I aeroshell/parachute entry method was adopted. A major dif-
ference is that the total entry weight of the airplane system
l is only 960 Ibs as compared to Viking's 2]60 Ibs. Another
of Mr. Kerem's ingenious designs was to stack 7 airplane
I capsules clustered around a pole mounted on the carrier
spacecraft. We then assumed direct entry of the capsules.
I We have since backed off to four capsules carried into a500 km x 4 so] orbit and deorbJted like Viking. Three such
sets of four capsules are envisioned to give 12 airp]anes
I total. The carrier spacecrafts kick into I sol synchronous
orbits to become comsats.
An result of the March 9. 1978 NASA Head-unexpected
_ quarters meeting was that OAST thought funds should be
l solicited from OSS because the technology of the airplane's
design was well established. An airplane science working
i group headed by Dr. John Minear, NASA-JSC was formed to re-view science missions for the airplane. DSI prepared payload
preliminary interface specifications dated March 20, 1978. Vic
Clarke proposed dividing science into four-plane squadrons
with identical Instruments for reliability, and to overcome
I the obvious conflict between geochemistry and blology D
as was
expressed at the MSWG meeting. Each scientific discipline
can have their own set of four planes to do with as they
please.
l The airplane science working group met May 8 and 9,1978at JPL followed by a Mars Science Advisory group meeting
May ll - l_. 1978 at JPL to which Dr. Minear presented his
I groupO8 findings. These showed the airplane to have unique
advantage8 for Mars exploration as an aerial survey platform.
I •
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I for sample retrieval, an,_ deployment of science packages. ':
Of particular importance was obtaining high resolution
I (30 cm/plxel) oblique images over large tracts of rugged
land. A full scale forward section of the fuselage was
I fabricated by DSI to demonstrate science instrument Dackaglngin the payload compartments. Shortly thereafter data on a
new lithium primary battery become available that made elec-
I trlc propulsion potentially very attractive for the airplane.
DSI and JPL worke,_ hard to prepare the effect of this new
i technology on the Mars airplane system and its performance
for the NASA Headquarters review. The Mars Mission review
I was in Reston, VA, June 22 and 23, 1978. A I/I0 scale model
of the plane was built by DSI for this meeting.
I While the Nars airplane (nnmed Astroplane by DSI) wasgiven good marks, the NASA Headquarters initial position
was to go for a sample return mission which excluded aux-
I iltary vehicles, I.e., penetrators0 airplanes, large rover,
balls, and hard landers. There was a vocal minority opinion
I at the meeting which advocated a more modest initial mission
including the Mars airplane and orbiter.
I The DSI contract terminated August 151 1978 with the
preparation of this final report. It is our hope that the
I Mars airplane technology is continued by NASA In order thatits benefits can be utilized on a mission to MARS in the
i 1980s.
I Respectfully, .
I k / Dr. |rald a. Seman.
--l_velol_ental Sciences, Inc.
!
| "= :
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l PERSPECTIVE
i MARS MISSION SCENARIO
I One day in the mid 1980's, a strange group of objectswill be taken from the sterilization ch mb rs at NASA-JSC.
The MARS AIRPLANES (Astroplanes) each multiply folded in its
l own Viking-llke aeroshell is encased in a bioshield. Twelve
Astroplanes and three Comsats will then be transported to a
I space transportation system - Shuttle plus interim upper
stage. The three Shuttles will be launched a week apart.
I Each spacecraft will consist of an orbiter (Comsat) and four
Astroplanes. The Shuttle will put the spacecraft into a
i parking orbit. A two-stage, solid/liquid propellant IUS
rocket will be used to insert the spacecraft into Mars orbit.
l Slightly over 9 months later the units will arrive at Mars.The three spacecraf s would deorbit the 12 As roplanes
from a 500 km _Ititude perlapsis by I sol orbit, similar to
l Viking. If deorbited near the equator and at selected longi-
tudes, they will be able to go anywhere on Mars. It is
expected that the Atroplanes will be deorbited one at a time
sequenced or at will. The spacecraft will be maneuvered
into a 4 sol synchonous circular orbit, :20 ° apart in longi-
l t,de, 280 inclination and form a MARS COMSAT network with
100Z global covorage._ These long llfe Comsats would serve "_1_as high capacity coanunication relay satellites to earth for
Lall Nars vehicles.I Each_Jtroplane will penetrate the Mars upper atmos-phere inside its aeroshell until it reaches an altitude of
l 7.5 klabOVe the l_ra surface. At this tlme a parachute entry
system deploys, slowingthoaeroshell to 60m/a, the plane
_ _ tmf_Ids, engine starts, detaches from theperachute, and
._, flies off. Tvooptlona for the Astroplane are currently
] 979003957-0] 2
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envisioned, (I) a powered cruiser which could carry up to "
100 kg of payload and fly for 1R hours and _700 km cr
(2) an Astroplane equipped with a Vlking lander vari_ble thrust ._
I rocket so that it may soft land and later t_ke-off which I_
could carry 50 kg of payload, make two stops and travel over It
I 3000 km. The Astroplane c_ulsez could be used to (a) per- i
form high resolution photo, magnetic, gravity and geochemical !
aerial surveys, (b) perform aerial search for subsurface _/
I water, geothermal fields and active volcanos, (c) perform
Latmospheric sounding for meteorology or constituent analyses
I up tO 15 km above the Martian surface. (d) deploy%ng na_,':_-
gation aids and/or soft landing experiment packages at dis-
I tributed points on the surface, and (e) explcr ion of the
vast canyon network of Mars. The Astroplane soft lander
could be used for (a) gathering widely disbursed samples IQ
and delivering them to a selected site where a Mars sample i_
I¢
i return (MSR) vehicle will pick them up. (b) deploy network _
science (e.g. selsmomemeters, meteorology stations, etc.). I_i
(c) performing site selection surveys for Mars sample return
I spacecraft, and (d) perform in situ elemental and mineral
phase analysis or biological exploration at preferred sites.
I With twelve Astroplanes. it seems clear that an enormous amount
of relevant scientific data could be gathered from all sectors
I of the Martlan planet. The data would be transmitted to
earth vla the Comsat network. An Astroplane mission would
i make an excellent percursu_ to a MSR mission or could comple-ment and play a formidable role during a MSR mission.
!
!
!
!
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i Io INTRODUCTION
l I.I Missio_ DescriptionThe mission concept for the Mars airplane has evolved during
this study from the basic idea of simultaneous direct entry of 12 -
I 14 airplanes from the two planned spacecraft, to the concept of
using three spacecraft, each carrying one comsat and four airplane
I capsules (Figure i). In tLis scenario, the spacecraft are inserted
into a 500 km 4 sol elliptical orbit (Figure 2). The comsats are
I separated and maneuvered into a I sol circular orbit, 120° apart inlongitude, 28° inclination, and form a Mars Comsat Network with
I I00_ global coverage These comsats would have very long life,typical of earth comsats. They would serve as high capacity com-
munication relay satelites to earth for all Mars vehicles, including
I sample return, geochemical orbiter, rovers, etc.
Each airplane has its own Viking-like aeroshell and parachute
I entry system. The airplane attachment to the central structure makes
possible the deorbit of the airplc_es in any order (see Figure I).
I Thls fact and the fact that being in orbit (able to deorbit an air-
plane at almost any point on Mars at anytime - at 4 sol intervals)
I glve a very high mission flexibility. The airplane payload capa-bilzty (upto I00 kg) may be used for different scientific instru-
i ment packages, and the decision as to what airplane (with what pay-load) to deploy when and where on Mars is made during the mission as
more data from airplane missions is accumulated and processed.
i Figure 3 shows the weight breakdo_m of the spacecraft. The
300. kg alrplane weight is detailed in section 3.12. The 190 kg
m for the entry system and deorblt fuel is based on a study of the
Mars airplane descent system done by Martin Marietta dated June L
m 1978 (report no. MCR-78-570). 29 kg are allocated for the addition
_ of a sun-tracker and solar cells to one airplane capsule to glve it
m_i _a full orbiter capability. This capsule (possibly the one mountedon the end of the superstructure) will be deorblted the last of ell
:-_-/ four airplane capsules. All other weight statements are based on
:_:t_"_ various studies performed by JPL.
1979003957-014
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;B The entry system is very similar to the Vikinq lander mtry
system (similar orbit, entry profile, controlled lift entry and ]
using similar entry rockets), but the aeroshell diameter is in- I
cre sed from 11.5 ft (3.5 In) on Viking to 12.5 ft (3.8 m) to
bcs_ utilize the available volume in the Space Shuttle payload
ba Since the Airplane weighs only 300 kg compared to 660 kg
of the Viking ]ander, it was possible to make a reduction in entry
system weight using the same technology of the Viking system. An
additional reduction (estimated at 50 kg per system) is achievable
if Ip-to-date aeroshell structural and parachute materials are used.
The big difference between the airplane and Viking descent systemsis I.hat the airplane capsule is an integral unit; the descent system
has no communication, attitude sensors, radar altimeter, computeror electrical power source. All of these functions are perform d
by the airplane systems; the descent system includes only the aero-
shell and basecover structures, the rocket system and the parachute ]_ ,_
The entry system brings the airplane to a 60 m/sec descend ._ _
t speed at 7.5 km altitude. The aeroshell is separated, the airplane
d_ploys its wings, tail, and propeller, then detaches from the para-
l c_ ute and flies off.
1.2 M_rs EnvironmentOf all Mars environmental parameters, the most important for
the Mars airplane mission is the Mars atmosphere. Figure 4 shows
I density and temperature (based on Viking Lander I measurements) and
calculated speed of sound. The density of Mars atmosphere at ground
i level is about 1% of its value at sea level on earth (corresponding
to 100,000 :t density altitude on earth). This low density required
I the use of large wing area airplane (low wing loading) to be able
to fll at subsonic speeds and limit the power required to fly to an
i acceptable level. The fact that the speed of sound is lower thanu;, earth (about 70% of its value on sea level earth) severely limits
the propeller rpm if the limiting tip Msch number for efficient
I operatior is not to be exceeded.
!
|
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Mars atmosphere is mainly CO 2, requiring the powerplant
to be non-airbreathing. If we compare the fuel consumption of an &"
airbreathing piston engine to a Hydrazine monofuel piston engine %(which, for example, powers the NASA Dryden FRC Mini-Sniffer high r_
U altitude RPV) we find that the specific fuel consumption of the _la ter is almost i0 times higher. This act put a severe range
and endurance limits on the Mars airplane.
Mars gravity is only .377 of earth gravity. This fact off-
sets some of the performance degradation due to the thin atmos-
U phere. The reduced gravity gives the Mars lower effective wing
loading and for the same ratio of lift to drag a 2.65 time longer
range. The temperature at ground level on Mars varies between 0
U and -120°C- These low temperatures have an impact on the payload,avionics, fuel and batteries environmental control especially in
case of a soft landing airplane that has to survive the surface
environment for a long time with limited power sources.
Jm The average surface wind velocity measured bY the Viking iiI
Landers was quite low (typically below I0 m/sec). But, surface
wind velocity of 30 and even 40 m/sec must be anticipated at cer-
I rain landing sites. However, because of the very low density,
these winds would still correspond to relatively low dynamic pres-
i sures. With the landing gear configuration designed for the LanderAirplane, the airplane takes up to 50 m/sec wind at minimum mass
of 150 kg (70 m/sec at 300 kg) before it is blown-over (see para-
I graph 3.6). The airplane being optimized for cruise has a rela-
tively low rate of climb (5 - 12 m/sec or i000 - 2400 ft/min which
g is typical for turboprop powered airplanes on earth) may encounter
problems of keeping altitude in a strong downdraft when flying
i along the wall of a canyon with a strong side wind. The airplane
computer requires sufficient logic to keep the airplane out of
I downdrafts stronger than a certain izmit.The Mars atmosnhere being very thin, will offer reduced
j protection against ultra-violet radiation. This may require the
I
-- 7 --
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iIH use of special coating to protect the structure and system of
the Lander Airplane which is required to survive this radiation
" U for several months (possibly years).
U 1.3 The Scientific PayloadDuring this study phase a major effort was the study of
the airplane role in the future exploration of Mars and the design
of the airplane to be best suited to this role. £his was done
in several steps:
I. Optimize the airplane/descent system to maximize
payload-range capability.
g 2- Configure the fuselage to provide a payload volume
of 200 liters for the Hydrazine powered lander and
g more than 300 liters on the cruiser airplan,-.
g 3. Issue preliminary payload interface specificationsto be us d by scientists on the Mars roject (DSI
technical paper 14134, March 20, 1978).
g 4. Integrate the scientists first reactions and define
a possible payload package of I00 kg (see Figure 5)
g including a I00 liters deployable payload (performed
by JPL during April 1978).
g 5. Design and build a full scale forward fuselage with
mock-up of the payload package (Figure 6).
g 6. Discuss the airplane role and payload in a three day
meeting of the Mars Airplane Science working group
(JPL May 8 - ii, 1978).
The Mars Airplane was studied as a transport vehicle for
g scientific payloads in three possible missions:
g i. Flight surveillance.
2. Deployment of scientific payloads (either in flight
i or after landing).
3. Transportation of samples to a central site.
!
-- 8 --
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_ For all three missions, the main design effort was to
maximize the payload-range capabillty of the airplane. The maxl-
"[_ mum payload was increased from 45 kg on the first w, rsion pre_ented
on November 1977 to i00 kq on all airplane versions studled during !.!i
this phase. Even with the heavier payload and the heavier avionlc:_ ii
package needed to perform the terrain following mi.,_slon (50 k,_ _-
compared to 6 kq on the first version) the rancle of some" n_'w v,,rs,on:_was almost doubled. This increase In payload-range capability Is
the result of two major advances made during this study.
1. An increase of the alrplane, wing ared from I0 In2
to 20 m 2 and of the airplane weight from 204 kq
U to 300 kg made posslb]e by an _n-depth study of the
Space Shuttle, spacecraft and descent system and
U changing the stowed airplane package size from the
i m diameter _ m lon_] cyl_nd_-r (see Fi¢It,rcs 7 - 9) i ,,
U specified by JPL on the pt'CVIOUS study to a Vtklml- iI
like aeroshell of 3.8 m d_ameter (see para_rdph
H 1.4) . _- !
2. The study of a very high energy-densxty L_th_um _
batteries (300 Wh/ib) and an advanc_,d lightwelght
packaging tot these batteries to boost the energy
density to an estimated 550 Wh/lb. These batteriesgive better airplane performance than the non-o,r-
breathing Hydrazine engine (see paragraph _.12).
For the flight surveillance mission, the larger w,nq area
results in a reduction in cruise speed and therefore increased res-
olution per available data rate. The reduced minimum speed also
j resulted in decreased fuel consumed during landing and take-off
of the Lander Airplane. I:
I 1.4 The Desc@nt System
From a study of the Space Shuttle payload capability it
! ,was found that a 3.8 m diameter Viking-like aeroshell with a cone
angle of 63 ° and spherical base cover (Figure I0) w_ll best utilize
I
I - ll -
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2. Limited aeroshell volume (requiring a deployable
structure to achieve the large wing area).3. The atmosphere contains no oxidizer (non-airbreathing q
engine - about I0 times higher fuel consumption).
4. Airplane weight must be low (for performance and to
satisfy the multiple airplane per spacecraft ap-
I proach).
5. Mapping accuracy o_ Mars is 5 - i0 km (the airplane
I is required to navigat_ to a point whose location is
not accurately known).
I 6. Communication delay (no real-time co_nunication and
earth aided visual navigation and no real-time decision-
i making).
In face of these problems (and tens of other smaller dif-
I ficulties) the design approach in this study was to try to solve the
problems in a "direct" way without compromising the mission per-
l formance we felt is needed for the Mars Airplane (deploying 4 air-
planes per spacecraft, each carrying a "good size" payload for a
i range of several thousands kilometers flying at a relatively low
speed to obtain good resolution imaging with the limited data rate,
i accurately navigating to pin-point targets on Mars, accurately follow-ing the surface contours and, possibly, making _ soft landing and
take-off to bring a sample to a central site).
I
I
I
!
| _
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N 2.1 _s_¢ CQnfiuura_ion
_I As mentioned previously, both data rate limitations and _
flight energy efficiency consideration required a relatively low
I flying speed. A study of the Space Shuttle/IUS/Comsat/descent _
system/airplane resulted in the weight breakdown given in Figure 3, _
i which for a 4 airplane per spacecraft mission allocates 300 kg per _
airplane. Designing the aeroshell to best use the Space-Shuttle
m payload bay cross-section, designing the airplane fuselage as a
"flat-top" to fit into the cone of the aeroshell and using the
-- thin wing section, it was possible to stow a 20 m 2 area 21 m span I
n wing in the maximum diameter part of the base cover using only !
I
6 wing breaks. The wing loading achieved (55.5 N/m 2 with the I
U 3.7 m/sec 2 Mars gravity), the high cruise lift coefficient airfoil
!
and the high aspect ratio (22.05) give a cruise speed of 90 m/sec _
I (175 kts) at 300 kg airplane mass at 1 km altitude (Mach number _
of .37). ,_
n Several differen_ col figurations were studied including _"pusher engine configurations and canard configurations. It was _
n found that the conventional tailed design with the wing near thecenter of gravity has important advantages from stowage and aero-
shell center of gravity considerations.
m other considerations which influenced the choice of the
airplane configuration:
n i. The big tall volume to tolerate the possible large
shifts in center of gravity (due to payload deploy-
n ment).
2. The large propeller required for efficient high
i altitude (up to 15 km) flight in the Mars thin
atmosphere.
n 3. The preference of a configuration that gives the
maximum possible volume in the aeroshell around the
n fuselage center section for protrusions of sensors
(the imaging system for example), and possible future L_:
i requirements for more payload volume, i
r,
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All of these mission related considerations (volume limits, !_
g
etc.) are the same for all three con-performance, aerodynamics,
i i figurations studied (electric powered cruiser, Hydrazine powered _
g I cruiser and lander airplane. Therefore, the basic configuration
m i was the same for all candidate airplane configurations studied.
'" I The possible use of a glider was briefly studied and dis-
continued because the performance was too low to achieve most of
i the science goals of the mission (even if we assume a deployment
)
altitude of 20 km and a glide ratio of 30, the range will be only
l 600 km and most of the distance traveled will be at a high altitude
resulting in unsatisfactory sensor performance).
I Figure 13 shows the basic airplane configuration and Figure14 shows the stowed geometry. Stowed geometry and deployment may
i be easier to visualize with the I/I0 scale model (Figure 15). Thefuselage has 3 structural breaks and the tail is of an inverted V
configuration (included angle of 140 ° ) and is turned 360 ° and
rolled 180 ° during stowage to stow in the "deepest" point of the
aeroshell under the central wing panel. The propeller blades are
hinged near the spinner and stow in a way which makes possible the
stowage of propellers of increased diameter {if required).
l The control surfaces include one aileron on the left wing
outer panel (the two sets of Magnetometer sensors in the right wing
i make the proximity of electromagnetic servo actuators undesirableand the single ailer n is adequate for control nd lighter than two
smaller ailerons).
i The two-piece elevator may be used also as a rudder (but
if active yaw control proves to be necessary, a small spoiler in
i the wing outer panel to be more effective).
may prove
l 2.2 HYdrazlne Powered Airplane
The Hydrazlne powered airplane was the configuration ex-
amlned in most detail during thls study phase. Figure 16 show_ aninboard profile of the Hydrazlne powered cruiser.
The 200 liters payload bay is placed near the center of
I gravity with the I00 liters deployable package on the center of
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gravity and the "fixed" payload installed forward and aft of it. ,X
Two Hydrazlne fuel tanks are placed symetrlcally forward and aft t_
of the payload bay. The basic design is such that maximum fuel ._i
load of 180 kg can be carried with 200 liters of payload. This _,_
I design feature results in a small drag increase but makes the _,<fuselage structure Identical for all payload/range options, so (_
that the airplane production is not affected by a late decision _
B to trade some fuel for payload or a change in Space Shuttle/IUS/ 1
spacecraft weights or carrying capabilities which may allow an li
I airplane weight increase (section 2.4 will also show that this
design makes the structure of the Hyd_azine powered lander iden- i
_ IU tical to that of the cruiser). The Hydrazine feed from the two
r'itanks to the engine is proportioned to keep the center of gravity _°I of the airplane between well controlled limits. This feature isnecessary because of the high fuel fraction (up to 50_ of the all-
I up-welght) and widely spaced fuel tanks. _;The airplan avionics bay is in the aft part of the main _'
I fuselage section. As mentioned in paragraph 1.3, the avionics ,_i._package was increased during this study to 50 kg to expand the
mission capability to include terrain following and high data
I rate communication with comsat_ at ranges up to 25,000 km. This
new package may require the addition of a forward avionics bay to
I increase the a,_ilable volume and balance the airplane.
The powerplant installation is fairly straightforward with I_,
i englne-_-ted fuel pump, variable pitch propeller, engine shock-
latlon on the NASA Dryden Mini-Sniffer.
I The engine is a scaled-down version of the Akkerman engine
on the Mini-Snlffer (15 HP compared to a design power of 30 HP
I on the Mini-Snlffer). The spinner and engine fairing are of
very
"clean" aerodynamic shape and add very little drag to the basic
I "competltlon-gllder" configuration.One of the design concepts was to keep most of airplane
i systems in the main part of the fuselage and the central wing panelattached to it, so that the systems flexible connections through
I - 27 -
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2. The two magnetometer sets of sensors in the right
I wing !"
i 3. The Gamma Ray Spectrometer in the left wing I4. The antenna of the Electromagnetic Sounder on the
i underside of the wing
5. The Solar Cell Array on the upper surface of the
i two inboard wing panels (Lande_ airplane only)
The exhaust of the Hydrazlne engine is on the top of the
I fuselage so that the sensors in the payload bay are practically
shielded (the sensors are facing down and the propeller spiral
I flow is almost negligible on this airplane with high cruise speedto power ratio and b g slow turning propeller).
Only the three wing spar-caps are carried through the
I fuselage, the wing skins are not, so that maximum ,,_abie volume .
is made for payload, i/
!
2.3 Electric Powered Airplan_
I As stated previously, the basic airplane configuration 5
is common to all candidate airplane configurations studied.
F
i The electric powered Mars airplane idea was considered i.several times during this study and the short ters, previous study
(November 77). The achievable energy density of the advanced
I Lithium batteries was always quoted as 100-150 wh/Ib. Even if
we assume 85_ total motor efficiency (motor. electronics, and
I transmission} this density is equivalent to 8.8 5.9energy
Ib/HP h. This gives only about half the range with the Hydrazine
I engine (which achieves 4.5 Ib/HP h fuel consumption including
transmlss!on); this. taking into account that the electric
i powered airplane weight is constant and the weight of the Hydra-
_ zlne powered alrpl_ne decreases with fuel consumption (requiring
| 28
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I less energy to fly a certain range) and also that the average
airplane weight being higher with the electrical power requires
I a higher powered engine to achieve a reasonable average climb
performance (20 HP compared to 15 HP), so that the electric
l powerplant weight is estimated at 20 kg compared to 13 kg for
the Hydrazine powerplant giving reduced battery weight (compared
a to fuel weight).Because of this reduced performance the electric power
was considered as a back-up candidate in the event that insur-
a mountable problems arose in qualifying the Hydrazine engine for
operation in Mars environment.
J It not until 78 that of batteries
wa_ early May a survey
and a calculation of Mars airplane performance with electric
U power, performed by Harvey H. Frank of JPL, refocused the attention
on the new 150-300 Wh/Ib Lithium battery being developed for the
I U.S. Navy by Altus Company, Palo Alto, California. Performancecalculations showed that with a 300 Wh/ib battery (equivalent to
2.9 Ib/HP h specific "fuel" consumption) the range was I0_ -
I 30_ higher than that of the Hydrazine powered cruiser. But, the
most promising fact was not the 300 Wh/Ib figure but the fact that
the increase of the energy density 150 to 300 Wh/Ib was
from
achieved by reduction of the packaging weight with the same basic
i cell. A discussion of the subject with Altus clarified that the
basic "internal" cell energy density is approximately 600 Wh/Ib.
i After obtaining the design requirements of the packaging fromAltus, an ultra lightweight packaging technique was designed which
promises a total of 550 Wh/ib. With this battery the performance
I of the Mars cruiser airplane is more than doubled compared to the
Hydrazine powered cruiser.
I Contacts were made with Delc 9 Electronics, Gould, and
Sunstrand for a high power to weight high efficiency electric
I motor of the Somarium-Cobalt rotor magnet type. These contacts
gave the estimated volume, weight and performance of the power-
I plant (motor, inverter and gearbox - see paragraph 3.2 for details).
!
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I Design iterations with Altus and Sunstrand narrowed to
a 245 volt 72 cell package. The basic cell will be cylindrical
_ g of 9" (23 cm) diameter, the cell thickness (and total energy
u
capacity) will vary with the payload/range trade-off to give a
l constant 245 volt system for variable battery total weights.The airplane fuselage was widened to accommodate the batteries
in a two-cell side-by-side configuration. The payload bay
I volume of the electrical powered cruiser may be shaped as a 2.1 m
(7 ft) long bay of 300 liters volume (Figure 17).
!
2.4 Lander Airplane
I The Lander Mars Airplane makes use of two main Viking
Lander Terminal Descent rockets (each with 18 nozzles to reduce
I surface errosion during landing) mounted vertically in the fuselage(Figure 18) and four Viking Lander Terminal Descent roll rockets
i mounted in the wing near the inboard hinge point (two for roll con-trol and two for yaw control) to perform a s ft landing on the
surface of Mars. The airplane flight control system having the
l sensors and computation capability to perform accurate navigation 'I
and terrain following missions (using radar altimeter, radar doppler _| -and strapped-down inertial system) needs only a small added capa-
bility (automatic site selection system) to perform the soft ,.
I landing maneuvers.
The Hydrazine is fed to the rockets from two 22 liter Titanium
I
I spherical tanks having internal bladders and pressurized to 500 psi. i["The main rockets and the spherical tanks are installed inside the _
!i
cruise fuel tanks.
I The landing gear includes 4 deployable lightweight tappered
tubular struts with tilting landing pads. Two struts are attached
I to t_0_ leading edge at the inbooard hinge points, and two
wing
attached to the tail underfins. This configuration is chosen be- "
I cause of the good airplane stability it offers both against wind
blow-over (see paragraph 3.6}, and in the use as a drilling plat- [_
i form. K
f
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The empty weight of the Lander airplane is estimated at
35 kg higher than the cruiser, this includes the rocket system,
_ g fuel tanks, rocket controls, landing gear, solar cells, recharge-
able battery and extra environmental control to survive the
g extremely low temperatures it may encounter on the surface ofMars.
!
g
I
I
I
I
g
!
i
i
l
I
I
I
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3. TECHNICAL ANALYSIS AND TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT _ _
3.1 A_rodynamics _;
Flight in the thin Mars atmosphere (see Figure 4 for atmos- if
pheric parameters) using a relatively low speed surveillance air- _
I plane presents some special aerodynamic difficultles which may be _ _
called the Lift Coefficient - Reynolds Number - Mach Number Pro- _
g blem". Hf'
g of its value on sea level earth) and the moderate flying speed (man-
dated by the limited data rate from the airplane) result in very
low Reynolds numbers. Figure 19 shows the true airspeed versus
g flight altitude at different airplane mass. The wing area (20 m 2)
and the speed range of the airplane are typical for a propeller
g driven executive airplane on earth. But, whereas the latter usually
cruises at Reynolds numbers higher than 107 , the Mars airplane
i cruises at Reynolds numbers lower than i05 (Figure 20). These low _
Reynolds numbers are typical for model aircraft and birds on earth. _ _
The airflow over flying bodies create a boundary layer M !(the flow layer adjacent to the surface) where the airstream slows
(due to viscosity) to zero speed on the surface of flying body. _ !
a The performance and stability of flying vehicles depends heavily _ _
on the behavior of the airflow in the boundary layer. The flow _'_J
in the boundary layer may be laminar or turbulent. A turbul_nt
boundary layer has better flow stability in the pressure gradients
I characteristic of flow over lifting bodies, whereas the laminar
boundary layer tends to easily separate in positive pressure gradi-
i ents. The separated flow decreases the lift and increases the drag _,of the flying body.
The flow characteristics in the boundary layer depends on _!_! the flow speed, the streamwlse length of the body, and the density
and viscosity of the fluid. The "ruling parameter" is called
I Reynolds number i . ,_-
i'
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i V - flow velocity P - fluid viscosity 1_
At relatively high Reynolds Numbers (say above i06), the
I flow drag associated with laminar flow is usually lower than that
with a turbulent boundary layer. Therefore, competition sailplanes,
__ operating in the 1 - 3 x 106 Reynolds number range use specially
I designed airfoils to keep the boundary layer laminar on a large £
i part of their surfaces.Flow at low Reynolds numbers tend to be inherently laminar ,_
in the boundary layer, but the drag increases sharply at low Reynoldsm
I numbers and the maximum generated llft drops sharply (due to flow
detachment as discussed above).
I Figure 21 shows the sharp decrease in lift generated by a
typical airfoil with the decrease in Reynolds number. Figure 22 |
I shows the increase in drag of the same airfoil. The ratio of lift
to drag of an airplane is the aerodynamic parameter which governs
i the range capability of the airplane. It is easily seen that thelift/dra r tio of this wing airfoil dropped from 140 at a typical
• light airplane cruise Reynolds number of 3 x 106 to 7 at a Reynolds
I number of 45,000 which is typical to Mars airplane flight at i0 km
altitude above the surface of Mars. This would practically trans-
I late into I0 times reduction in maximum range of the airplane, which
is unacceptable if reasonable mission performance is to be achieved.
I Very little research has been done in the aerodynamic domain
of low Reynolds numbers. Most of the experiments were done by
i aeromodellers with only few valid w_nd-tunnel tests done by carefulaerodynamicists usually kept within very low budgets. The available
data is scattered and hard to find because this domain is of no
I interest to aerospace industry for earth applications.
DSI has (mostly on company funding} carefully researched the
I literature and contacted a large number of the "small low Reynolds
number aerodynan_¢s community" to come with tho data required to
I substantiate the Mars Airplane feasibility and performance.
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l Figure 23 illustrates the performance gain possible below
Reynolds number of 105 through the use of special airfoils and flow
I tripping techniques. The curves for the 12_ thick NACA 4412 and
12.5_ thick N60 airfoils demonstrate the big drop in performance
below a critical Reynolds number. This drop is a result of flowdetachment on the upper surface of the wing due to the positive
l pressure gradients associated wlth generating lift on the uppersurface with these irfo ls designed fo hi her Reynolds n mb s.
The other curves demonstrate the improved performance of the thin
airfoils widely used on small low speed aeromodels. These thin air-
foils generate a big part of their llft on the highly undercambered
lower surface where the separation is most unprobable. The upper
surface is moderately cambered and the lift coefficient for best
llft to drag ratio is attained at relatively low angle of attack,
these two facts prevent the flow separation on the upper surface.
i Figure 23 also illustrates the gain in performance through the useof tripping devices to force the boundary layer on e upper surface
to change from laminar to turbulent (the experiments were done with
a 7.5_ thick airfoil with and without forced turbulation).
Figure 24a shows the wind-tunnel measurement of drag of a
4.8_ thick Pffeninger airfoil with several tripping strips. These
test results are probably the most valuable low Reynolds data
I available in the Free World. They clearly show the advantage of the
use of trippers below Reynolds number of 105. and the need to trip
the flow more upstream (to stabilize the flow at a given llft coef-ficient} as Reynolds number is decr ased.
_gure 24b shows two Eppler airfoils designed for Reynolds
numbers of 1 - 2 x 105 using special computer programs and their
calculated performance. Richard Eppler of the University of
I Stuttgart is well known for h_s aerodynamic expertise in the low
Reynolds number regime and hl8 computer program for airfoil design
has proven to be successful and efficient (it is adopted now by
NASA Langley and will be distributed by NASA}.
| I
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airfoils. These are the results of a recent wind tunnel test by
land. The agreement with the c, lculated performance Zs reasonably "_,
I good for Reynolds number of 2 x 105 but at I x 105 the measuredperformance is much lower and there are strong indications of early
-- separation of the flow on the upper surface. The pe_:formance drops
I sharply below Reynolds number 1 x 105 and it is clear that these
_I airfoils are too thick and may not offer the best performance pos-
I sible at low Reynolds numbers.
Figure 27 shows the theoretical performance of two thin
I Eppler air,oils which are more suitable for the low Reynolds number
use. No wlnd tunnel test results are available on these airfoils,
i but the vast experience accumulated with free flight model-aircraftprove that these 5.5% thick airfoi]_ perform much better than the
8.5* - 9% thick 385 and 387 airfoils. !_
-I The design effort to maximize the wing area (minimize wing "
loading and cruise speed) was required mainly because of data rate !_
limitations. But, at high altitude cruise (required to fly over i;
high areas on Mars and for sounCing flight for meteorology measure-
I ments) the Mach number increases to .5 (Figure 28). This may not
seem to present a problem, but the combination of a cruise lift
- I coefficient of I and a Math number of .5 is not far from the tran-
sonic shock wave-boundary layer interaction problems. No existing
i low Reynolds number transonic test results is known to this study _
team. The difficulty in performing these tests and the little _i
value they have for the industry make their existance improbable.
I It is felt that the present design will not present wing buffet
problems. But, this problem is far more severe on the propeller
I blade (see section 3.2).
Fiqure 29 presents the best estimated llft/drag ratio of
I the Mars airplane. These estimates take into consideration both
Reynolds number and Math number effects, and they are based on the
i assumption that careful airfoil development program will advance
I - 44 -
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ill "low airfoil performance to what seems to be "easily" achievable(higher airplane performance will be achieved if the development
_I proves more successful than was conservatively assumed in this _stud)).
Scanning the existing knowledge and "tools" in the low| .'Reynolds numbers regime it seems logical to combine three different
steps in the development of an airfoil for the Mars Airplane wing: C_
<
1 Design of otpimized airfoil for the required mission ;:
using the Eppler computer program• "_
- 2. Testing of chosen airfoils in low-turbulence wind '
- tunnels and experimenting with boundary layer trip-
I ping.
3. Verification of test results using free flight models
-B and test techniques developed during the last two
decades.
I Even though this airfoil development program is strongly
- recommended, it is not required for a Mars airplane prototype, as
l the performance of existing airfoils is adequate for a prototype
_ airplane.
3.2 PowerDlant
I Two cruise powerplants were considered in this study:
i. The Hydrazine engine developed by Jim Akkerman of
I NASA Houston powering the Mini-Sniffer RPV developed
by Dale Reed of NASA Dryden.
I 2. Electric motor using Lithium primary batteries.
I The Hydrazine engine is a reciprocating ei_ine using the
- same Hydrazlne monofuel and catalyst bed chambers ubed on space .,
i rockets. Figure 30 shows the engine installation and the 6 ftdiameter variable pitch propeller on the Mini-Sniffer RPV. Engine r
details, testing and performance appear in a design report byI
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B Akkerman and details of the installation in the Mini-Snlffer are _'"._
given in NASA HOUSTON's drawing #SEE39113000. _
g The Hydrazine engine prototype has been tested in wind !_! _itunnel and flown on the Mini-Sniffer to an altitude of 20,000 ft. _
" This same prototype is suitable for a first Mars Airplane proto- H _'U
type if the gear ratio is changed to accommodate the lower rpm _,_ _,
U required for the 13 ft. diamete_ propeller of the Mars Airplane at I_ _
the design power of 15 HP (the Mini-Sniffer engine is designed for |I 5-?_
30 HP and used at 20 HP). The Hydrazine engine for the development _
g and the operational Mars Airplane would be a scaled-down version to
give a maximum of 15 HP and weigh 15 Ibs including gearbox.
The corr.plete powerplant (engine, cooling and variable pitch
propeller) and fuel system weight is estimated at 13 kg.
The best measured specific fuel consumption (to date) of
the Hydrazine engine is 4.5 ib/HP h. The cruise sfc is somewhat
g hlgher, a mission average sfc of 4.85 Ib/HP h is assumedfOrrangecalculations. !I il
The electric motor is an integrated unit comprising a light-
B weight Samarium-Cobalt magnet rotor motor, solid state inverter,
and planetary gearbox. The characteristics of the motor proposed Ii_i_
by Sunstrand are: ,_ J6|l -_1
| I ] 19",L., I I.._LI
I OPERATING VOLTAGE 245 VOLT
I RATED POWER 20HP (AT 20,000 R.P.M. MOTOR85 R.P. . PROP.)
I EFFICIENCY AT RATED POWER 87 %
EFFICIENCY AT 6HP CRUISE 85
I WEIGHT 13.SKG(30LBS) I
I.iii
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II U The motor weight may be reduced to 9 kg (20 Ibs) if a !_t_
- cruise efficiency of 79_ could be tolerated. The cruiser airplane
,H being a long cruise-high fuel fraction design, has longer range _
|
with the heavier higher efficiency motor_ but the Lander, if _:
configured with heavy payload and small battery, would have more
range with the llghter engine (the extra 4.5 kg used for increased
battery size).A considerable decrease in motor volume and weight may be
accomplished by an integrated motor-gearbox design; but, being
of higher development cost and risk, it is not recommended by the
study team (nor by Sunstrand).
a design a propeller to efficiently operate
The of in the thin
Mars atmosphere is a challenge. The propeller blade operates at
I lower Reynolds numbers than the wing, the lift coefficient at high
altitude flight is relatively high (up to 1.1) and the tip Mach
I number is well in the transonic regime. The preliminary design ofthe propeller was done by Peter Lissaman (designer of the Gossomer
Condor) and Bart Hibbs of Aeroviroment, Inc., using the low Reynolds
I number aerodynamic data presented i_ section 3.1. The design
process (using a computer program) included 5 iterations with the
I design gradually refined to a point that the calculated cruise ef-
ficiency of the propeller is 84 - 85_. This relatively high ef-
g flclency was achieved by an increase in blade size (to 4 m propeller
diameter on the Hydrazlne powered airplane) to affect an increase
I in Reynolds number and decrease in rpm a_d tip Mach number (tipMach number is kept below .9 at the extreme operating conditions -
high altltude climb}.
I As mentioned earlier, the propeller has variable pitch.
This is required in order to operate efficiently within the very
I large operating regime (minimum cruise power of 2 HP to maximum
climb power of 15 HP and altltude range from -2 km to 15 km on the
I Hydraztne powered airplane).
The propeller design and performance are presented in
| AppendixA.
I
i
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_11 '3.3 Structure and Materials )
"--i The most important single goal in the Mars Airplane design i>'_
is achieving an ultra lightweight vehicle with maximum weight al-
located to mlsslon-performance related system (e.g. payload,
i avionics, and fuel/battery). Cutting the structural weight of49
the airplane to the practical minimum co_slstant with the structural i_
i,t
integrity and deployment requirements was a major design effort. I_|
-- g The big advance in composite structure technology in the le
" past decade (especially with carbon fibers and Kevlar 49) made
-- g posslble a structural welght fraction of 17_ and wing structural ii
weight of 1.5 kg/m 2 on a deployable 5.5X thick wing of 22 aspect
- _ ratio. This weight estimate is based on DSI's experience with the
a
production of lightweight military RPVs. i_
=
_" _ Several design iterations led to the preliminary structural
g design presented in this section. The main design criteria were:
g 1. Ult_mate strength load factor of 6 Mars g's.
2. Structural rigidity and shear center-center of gravity
t_
g locations to achieve flutter free dynamic pressure of
200 N/m 2 (cruise dynamic pressure is 55 N/m 2 and deploy-
- 8 ment recovery pull-up is performed at a maximum of 117| N/m2). F
i 3. Wlng bending and torsional rigidity high enough to keepthe cruise deflectlons within acceptable llmits for flight
stability and control (wing tip bending deflectlon is! -.3 m in cruise and .9 m in a 3 g deployment pull-up
maneuver).
i The structure is all-composlte. The high temperature -
sterilization requirement (30 hrs soak at I12°C) implies that the
g structure is cured at high temperature (175°C curing temperature
is specified}. Most of the structure Is 8 high strength Thoronel
I 300 carbon-flber and composite. The wing are
epoxy spar caps
designed to rigidity requirements and made of high modulus GY-70
I carbon fibers. The wing outer panel and the tail surface are very
lightly loaded, so that the use of the thinest gauge Kevler 49
i echtevea mlntmumwetght on these parts.
i - 54 -
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Figure 31 shows typical wing structure, the combination ; _
of honeycomb sandwich skin and closely spaced ribs in the forward _
part _nd full depth honeycomb construction in the aft part present _:,
the best structural design arrived at during this study. The _-
l higher skin thickness near the leading edge moves the shear centerforward to be near the average center of pressure location and so
minimizing the wing warping under load (a serious problem o a
l lightweight thln wlng of h_.gh aspect ratio}.
I 3.4 Deployment and Descent System_L_J'./_E__
The descent system is briefly described In section i.I
l and detailed in Martin Marletta report No. MCR-78-570. Thefolded airplane is brought to a 60 m/sac desuent at 7_5 km above
Mars. The aeroshell is detached and falls-off. The airplane issuspended under the base-cover and parachute by a riser att ched
to the top of the fuselage near the center of gravity.
The low descent speed at the very low density at 7.5 km
altitude (dynamic pressure 15 N/m 2) make the forces on the air-
plane small during deployment (approximately 30_ of theirvery
values in a I g cruise}. This fact is important if lightweigh_
N deployment system and docile airplane movement during deployment
are to be achieved {the stowed gec_?try creates assymetric loads
N during deployment resulting in a slow rotation of the airplanewhich is damped before the a rplane Is released rom the desc nt
parachute.
N Deployment of all airplane segments is almost simultaneous
(some sequencing Is required for clearance considerations}, the
N Is and locked at minimum pitch angle to createpropeller deployed
e
maximum dcag during the dive recovery maneuver. The airplane is
N released after a complete "lock-ln-deployed position" signal is
received from all 11 structural breaks.
Figure 32 shows the parameters of the recovery maneuver.
The airplane dives vertically at maneuver Initiation and pull-up
i Is a L_nstant lift coefficient (C L - 1.4) maneuver. The maxlm_Lm
',
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(dynamic pressure of 117 N/m2). The minimum altitude during the
U maneuver is 4.25 km but the airplane overspeed may be used to
carry it to 5.7 ks at cruise speed of 105 m/sac. I_ _
P_
fl If mission requirement calls for deployment over surfacehigher than the 4 km minimum recovery altitude, the deployment of :
the airplane may be performed at higher altitude (assuming the same
fl parachute size and same deployment dynamic pressure but parachute
deployment speed may have to be changed). Figure 33 shows the
fl of the in ii km 70 the
parameters recovery an m/sac deployment,
minimum altitude being 6.8 km.
[
fl In this study of the descent system, Martin Marietta recom-
mented the attachment of the airplane to the basecover as being an
i overall superior concept to the support on the aeroshell. The batterbeing potentially lighter, it is DSI's strong recommendation to pur-
sue the concept of the aeroshell supported airplane unless the design
I problems _annot be satisfactorily solved and become development
risks.
fl As mentioned in section 1.1, the descent system includes a i_!I_small number of system components (rocket system, communication
I antenna and radar altimeter antenna). All other system functions I_4 _
N
needed for the descent phase (flight control, communication, com-
I puter, power supply, etc.) are provided by the airplane itself. !_;M This concept results in a significant reduction in weight and cost
fl (relative to a fully furbished aeroshell).
3.5
I Section 1.3 describes some of the scientific payloads
proposed for the Mars Airplane. DSI's report 14134 is a
i preliminary specification of the Airplane-Payload interface.
Section 3.12 shows the payload/range capability of different air-
I plane versions. Sections 3.7 - 3.10 describe payload related air-
plane systems ,power supply, environmental control, flight control,
i navigation and co_municatlon). All of these systems are con-
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I sidered as airplane systems (in weight and volume). But, any
_I special payload requirements (power oning,
condl _ environmental
control of deployed payload, etc.) are considered as payload
_ : systems. The imaging system weight is added to the payload
package weight, but the imaging system is considered an air-
plane system, it will be installea on all airplane versions (even
though it is not essential for operating or navigating the air-
I plane).
I
_ I 3.6 Lander Version
The Lander version of the Mars Airplane is basically a
I _ cruiser with added systems:
l
_ I. Rocket system for take-off and landing (see section
- _
2. Landing gear (see section 2.4)
; •
I 3 site selection ,_
. Landing capability. _
4. Retractable propeller.
| 5. Solar-electric power system (see section 3.7).
i 6. Improved environmental control system (see section !_
I The communication delay makes it impossible to use man-Jn-
the-loop real time landing site selection. The Lander site selection 1
includes 2 modes:
I I. Straight-in mode
Both modes use the automatic site selection capability of
i the Lander. This system uses the imaging system and an added image
processing capability to navigate the Lander to the point of mini- _/
i mum contrast in a given area. This system was proposed by Martin- L
Marietta for the Viking Lander• It was demonstrated by simulation _
I to repeatedly choose the flatest point on photographs of differentterrain.
I - 60 -
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I In the straight-in mode, the Lander is commanded to land
on a given site. This command is based on previous surveillance
I data (either orbiter or other airplane mission::). The command
includes site location and maximum distance authority. The
I Lander navigates accurately to th£ site (see section 3.10). Flyingat i km altitude above terrain and using the required focal length
i on its imaging system zoom lens (the format covers the requiredsearch area consistant with the maximum distance authority), the
site selection system chooses the landing point. The stabilized
I imaging system is locked on the chesen point and the Lander is
automatically flown on a path to overfly this point. At a distance
I of 1.5 km from the landing point the Lan_er performs a power-off
pull-up to reduce speed (Figure 34) and then detrim to a deep
I stall condition that brings the uander to a vertical descent over
the selected point at an average speed of 60 m/sec (depends on
i landing weight). The flight control system uses data from the radaraltimeter and radar dopp er to control the rocket system to bring
the Lander to a landing at chosen point at 1-2 m/sec vertical speed
and negligible ground speed.
The deep stall flying ,,ode is shown to be very stable on
configurations llke this of the Mars airplane, it was used for the
last 3 decades as the st,_ndard mode of retrieval-descent of free
l flight model in updraft currents. NASA Langley has recently investi-gated the deep stall mode as a way of descent to safety of l_ght
i airplanes in emergency situations (engine cut, complete disorientationin zero vis bility, etc.). Using radio controlled scale models of
light aircraft, it has proven the deep stall mode to be a very stable
I descent in all control combinations.
In the vertical rocket controlled descent, the aerodynamics
i Of Lander have little significance and the landing is from all
very
aspects identical to the landing of a spacecraft in the way it was
I performed on previous landers.
In the fly-back mode the Airplane is earth commanded to fly-
i back and land on a point it overflew 7-15 minutes prior to the com-
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mand. The Airplane uses the site-selection system to land at the
"smoothest" point near the target (within the specified maximum
deviation authority).
-- Figure 35 shows the take-off maneuver. The airplane lifts
vertically to 1 km altitude. During this phase the speed is kept
-- to 30 m/sec (very low aerodynamic forces). The airplane then dives
for speed and performs a gentle pull-out maneuver. The flight con-
trol system accurately controls the flight path throughout the
maneuver and the airplane flies at 300 m at cruise speed.
The propeller on the Lander version is stopped at the
-- horizontal position and the blades are retracted along the fuselage
_ to avoid limitation of the field of view of the imaging system.
-- Peter Lissaman of Aerovironment, Inc. performed the calcu-
i lations of the Lander blow-over by surface winds. His findings arethat with the landing gear configuration described (see section 2.4)
the blow-over speed (from any direction) is very near cruise speed
m
_I (approximately 60 m/sec for the minimum weight Hydrazine powered
, Lander, and 80 m/sec for the electric powered Lander. These are
I relatively high values and to Viking findings are not expected to
occuc on the surface of Mars. Figure 36 shows the surface wind
I speed for blow-over of a 150 kg Lander (minimum weight of a Hydra-
zine powered Lander).
i-- 3.7 Secondary Po_er
in Inflight, the electrical power is supplied by an enginedriven alternator on the Hydrazine powered cruiser and either by a
separate 28 volt primary battery or by the main primary battery on
U the electrical powered cruiser.
n
The Lander version uses a solar cell array and a Lithium
l rechargeable battery to power the payload, communication and environ-
mental control systems. The solar cell arrey covers the two wing
_i panels just outboard of the center section, the 5 m 2 area gives a| peak power of 300 W and an estimated daily average of I00 W. This
power is adequate for the operation of the payload and for several
I hours of data transmission daily. But, it is too low for payload
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i temperature control unless good thermal insulation and heating
during the day are carefully used (see section 3.8).
i The supply will be a basic 28 V (varies between 26-
power
30 V). Any power conditioning required for the payload will be
I considered as payload (in volume and weight).
Some important factors in determing the secondary battery
i weight are the required llfe, the requirement (if any) for datatransmission during the night and the temperature limits of the
payload. Some additional study is required before a payload inter-
i face for landed experiment is defined.
i 3.8 Control
Thermal
Atmospheric temperature near the surface of Mars ranges
I from 150°K to 270°K depending on location, season and time of day.
These temperatures pose little problem for the cruiser as the low
i temperatures will ease its main thermal control problem, powerplantcooling. In the Hydrazine powered airplane, engine oil is cooled by
a Hydrazine and "air" heat exchangers. Through variation of the
i amount of oil flowing through the Hydrazine heat exchanger, the
Hydrazine temperature is kept within working limits (Hydrazine
I freezes at 2°C). The electrical is forced "aircooled".powerplant
The flow cools the solid state inverter first, then the motor and
I the gearbox is cooled last.
Payload thermal control during cruise has not been defined
I as it is determined by payload temperature limits which are stillto be determined. On the cruiser, efficient thermal insulation
(2.5 cm thick foam in the sandwich construction payload bay walls),
"i controlled alrcoollng and the payload power (200 - 300 W) are used "H_ _
to keep the temperature within the required limits (say _ 5oc). _
i A more demanding problem is the thermal control of the
Lander, for long periods, on the surface of Mars. This problem
i will be studied as part of the integration of the science landed
experiments. It is envisioned that efficient insulation and pay-
i load power (estimated at I00 W average daily) will be a_equate tokeep the temperature above the minimum level through the night.
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N Forced aircooling will be used to cool the payload during the day
(especially during data transmission)• Payload deployed to the
N surface should be either qualified to operate in the full temperature
range on Mars or insulated so that available power would keep it
N within its operating temperature range. The big payload bay door(more than .5 x m in the existing design) w ll be normall
closed safe of short periods of payload deployment, sample collection
n or other operations (drilling, etc.).
N 3 9 Navigation Guidance and Control
The study of the navigation, guidance and control of the air-
N plane was performed by Lear Siegler, Astronics Division as a sub-
contract to DSI. The study was headed by Richard Lewis.
N The complete study report appears in Appendix B. The Marsairplane mission presents some challenges _n this area which are
different than operating a remotely piloted airplane on earth (navi-
N gation on Mars with no magnetic field, over-fly and land accurately
on pln-point scientific targets whose positions ar>. known within
N + 5 km etc.)
accuracy, D
The proposed system does not require an advance in the state-
N of-the-art to achieve the required performance (see Appendix B fordetails).
i 3.I0 Communlca_gn_
The principal means of communication from the airplane to
N Earth is via the Comsat, which is in a 1 sol (24 hr 37 mln), 28 °
Inclined, circular synchronous orbit. A system block diagram for
N the alrplane-Comsat llnk is shown in Figure 37. The airplane carries
a NASA standard S-Band transponder which drives a 20 W solid state
N transmitter. Airplane transmission frequency is in the 2290-2300
Mhz band and receive frequency is in the 2110-2120 Mhz band. The
N transmitter outputs to a 26 db electronically steerable planararray imbedded in the top of the central wing panel. A microcomputer
programs an acquisition sequence which varies the peak reception!
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| '-direction of the array until the downlink signal from the Comsat I:"'i
I is acquired. The airplane coherently retransmits the receivedsignal until two-way lock is achieved. As the alrplane moves or _"
changes attitude orientation signals from the airplane's inerti_l _:-i
I navigation system are fed to the antenna steering microcomputer to
maintain peak gain. Once in two-way lock, ranging pulses are trans- I
mitred to the plane, returned to Comsat, and measured in a range ;_
machine aboard the Comsat• Doppler, a measure of plane-Comsat line- _
I ,of-sight speed, is also measured. 15
The Comsat receives :he airplane's S-band signal on a 28 db i_
I planar array mounted so that its peak broadside gain direction is
along the nadir• The plane will always be with ± I0o of the nadir "-_:_
--i direction. The Comsat transmits S-band to the plane via a 14 db horn IX| as was flown on Mariner 9. Maximum data rate from plane to Comsat _
is 5 12 X 106 bps Downlink data rate for co,mland is 125 bps. Data
ill
received from the plane is Immediately retransmitted to Earth via a _-I
16 foot furlable X-band antenna powered by a 42 watt TWTA. When the "
I Comsat is occulted by Mars from the Earth for 80 minutes each sol,
transmission from plane to Comsat is limited to 20 kbps and the data
i is recorded on one of two NASA standard 4.5 x 108 bit tape recordersaboard the C msat f r later replay.
The airplane may also transmit directly to Earth via its S-R
I band transmitter, but data rate Js drastically reduced to about 20
kbps. The airplane also carries a UHF receiver and transmitter for
co,_unicatlons during Transmission is via 42 cm xrelay entry.
a
ii 42 cm planar element mounted atop the central _ing section, or via a
UHF omnl antenna mounted on the entry capsule. UHF communication is
only possible between airplane and Comsat. Total mass of all com-
I munlcatlon elements are given in Table I for the airplane.
AIRPLANE COMMUNICATION MASS
I MAss {kci
S-band transponder 2.9
I
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I I
I 20 W S-band Transmitter 2.2
2 Telemetry Modulation Units 4.4
.m m UHF Receiver 2.0
g 20 W UHF Transmitter 2.2
Detector 0.5UHF Command
I _H_ Antenna 1.0
S-band Low Gain Antenna 0.5
I High Gain Antenna 2.0 I
S-band
uu S-band Diplexer 0.3
I Cabling ______ '
Total 19.2
I 3.11 Weight and Center of Gravit M
Figure 38 shows the weight breakdown of the airplane in its
i fuur versions. The airframe weight is based on the prellminary de-
sign .,f the wing and tail structure and the measured weight cf fuse-
i lage main section (fabricated of Kevlar 49 instead of carbon f1_rs
in the operational airplane). The Hydrazine powerplant wezght ,s
I based on the estimate of Dale Reed of NASA Dryden for the 15 HP $
version of the engine. The weight of the electrlcal powerplant Is
#
based on Sunstrand's estimates of their proposed powerplant. Pro-
peller and engine cooling weights are based on the preliminary I
design of these systems. The avionics system weight is based on the ',,,Lear Siegler s*udy (see section 3.8), and the weight of the
communicat', r .... em is based on the system described in sectlon
3.10.
The weight estimate_ are the best we can stat_ at this
I stage. A substantial weight saving is possible if advanced st, uctur_1
materialm are used for the packaging of the avionics and the payload.
m But, a more indepth study is _equi::ed before a reali_tlc figure of !
weight saving could F_ stated and it is better if thls potentlal
i weight allocation is credited towards a required contingency weight. !_,m The efficient design of the airplane makes it a high pay-
load/fuel weight fraction. This gives it a cood pay]oad/range
! .
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FIGURE (38) _;
I WEIGHT BREAKDOWN (KG) _,:_,'_
I CRUISER. LANDER ;_I1 ENGINE ENGINE ENGINE ENGINE ._
g POWERPLANT AND 13 20 13 20 =_#FUEL SYSTEM };_.
- SOLAR CELLS ANL) 0 0 8 8 i_
, _ RECHARGEABLE BATTERY _'_--,
_,.
LANDING SYSTEM 0 0 27 27 _._
NAVIGATION,. GUIDANCE,
g MISSION COMPUTER 30 30 30 30 ._t
AND FLIGHT CONTROL i'*'
I MISCELLANEOLI°_ SYSTEMS i_:"(COMHUNtC._,TI',,W,ANTENNA, 20 20 20 20 I._;
ENVIROMENTALCONTROL. ETC.) !_
B • i •
| _,Y_o,o ,o-,oo,o-,oo,o-,oo,o-,oo
_=E '- DRY WEIGHT 153-213 160-220 188-248 195-255
--g FUEL 147-87 0 112-52 50-20
_I--
RATTERIES 0 140-80 0 85-25 !_'_:
ALL UP WEIGHT 300 300 _00 300
!
I
capability, but may raise severe center of gravity problems if this
is not carefully solved in the configuration definition phase. The
I concept adopted in the alcplane dLsign is that both payload center of
gravity and fuel (or battery) center of gravity are very close to
I the total airplane center of gravity, so that all combinations ofpayload and fuel (within weight limitations) may be adopted with
i no changes in slstem installations. The powerplant and avionics"balance" the weight of the tail so that the empty airplane's center
of gravit Z is in the range required for stability and control (at
I approximately 50_ of wing chord).
I 3.12 Pe_formaDce
Figure 39 shows the cruise range and endurance of the cruiser
I in three versions (Hydrazine powered and electric powered with two
battery energy densities). Range and endurance of the Lander are
i reduced with number of landings. For example, the electrical poweredcruis r 545 Wh/Ib b ttery and 40 kg ayload has i0,000 km rang
and 31 hours endurance, the range of the Lander in similar condition_
I is 6000 km for one soft landing and 4000 km for one intermediate stop
and one final soft landing (the endurance is reduced to 19 hours and
I 12.5 hours respectively).
Figure 40 shows the climb performance of the Hydrazine powered
I airplane. The maximum rate of climb is 2500 ft/min (similar to that
of turboprop powered airplanes on earth). The high altitude capa-
l bility is good, ceiling is 10-15 km depending on weight, this per-formance is impressive if we remember that the density at 15 km above
Mars is s, ilar to the air density at 130,000 ft on earth.
i Even though the rate of climb of the airplane is adequate
for high altitude sounding (for meteorological measurements, climb
i OUt of etc.), the angle of climb and angle of glide
a canyon, may
prove too shallow for good terrain followlng flight (required for
I optimal altitude above terrain for best sensor resolution and area
coverage). The average lift/drag ratio of 25 gives a glide angle
I of 2.3 ° and the climb angle at 225 kg at 2 km is 5.7 ° .
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I FIGURE (39)
| CRUISE PERFORMANCE ,i I .oo,.o, I
I '°°°°_ "'"c' 1
I
!
m
• _ ,js.o _zss WIll, I4000' Le)
I 3ooo__
tY 7.5
II 2000
I000
I 040 50 60 70 80 90 I00
!_ P A Y L 0 A D (KG)
AUW 300 KG PROP EFFICIENCY .85
I WING SPAN 21 M HYDRAZINE ENGINE
WING AREA 20 Mz CRUISE SFC 4.85
I CRUISE ALTITUDE I KM ELEC. MOTOR EFFICIENCY .85LIFT/DRAG AT 300 KG 27.75 AUX. POWER CONSUMPTION .4 KW
|
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Terrain following was carefully studied as it is felt that _:
it is important for good payload performance. A good terrain fol- -_
lowing performance is obtained through "Energy Management" (e.g. _:
increase of flying speed during steep glide and decrease of speed _/_
N in steep climb), the combination of low density, low gravity and _good aerodynamics of the airplane make this method an attractive _/
one. The airplane cruises at 95 m/sec at 300 Kg at 3 km altitude i _
N (nominal cruise lift coefficient CL = i) using energy management
it has a 1.5 km "total altitude authority" by changing the flight i
i
- _ speed between 83 m/sec and 134 m/sec (lift coefficienct of 1.3
and .5 respectively). This 1.5 km capability covers most terrain i
B following requirements with only small range penalty. Any higher !
-
altitude change required in a steep angle may be obtained by bigger _*
change in speed (acceleration to a higher speed prior to a climb or i:_
' during a dive) or by spiral sounding flight resulting in a bigger !_
range penalty. !_
N Figure 41 shows the glide range of the airplane. The nominal
deployment of the airplane (300 kg at 7.5 km attaining cruise speed
H at 5.7 km) gives 100-150 km glide and 17-26 minutes endur-
e range
ance for cruise altitudes of 0-2 km.
_a
_B 3.13 Fllght Testing
N The Mars Airplane will be tested extensively in flight onearth. This test capability is very important for increasing the
reliabi]ity of the airplane system at a reasonable cost. Develop-
N ment flight testing is the phase when most of the system malfunctions
are discovered and corrected, final adjustment to the fl_ght control
N system optimization propel]er pitch angles are made, accurate
and of
performance figures are obtained, etc.
N To simulate the flight on Mars (gravity only 37.7_ of its
value on earth) the airplane will be flown with decreased fuel (or |_;
-- _ battery) weight_ payload weight (imaging system only) and avionics I
m (lightweight communication system) for a total weight of 113 kg _-
(simulating a 300 kg constant weight of an electric powered Mars li
N Airplane)• ,
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The air densities at 103,000 - 130,000 ft is the same as
.... at -2 km to + 15 km altitude on Mars. This gives the same dynamic
pressure and practically the same Reynolds numbers as on Mars. The
Mach numbers will not be accurately simulated because of the lower
speed of sound on Mars. The use of higher propeller tip speed and
higher cruise speeds may be used to check the airplane performance
at the exact Mach numbers it will encounter on Mars.
The test sequence will include a balloon drop from high
altitude, parachute descent, deployment, parachute release, dive,
recovery, perform flight test (cruise, climb, dive, etc.), and de-
scent for landing. The descent from cruise altitude to landing will
be mostly in the deep-stall mode (see section 3.4) in order to speed
the descent. A glide descent at maximum diving speed (200 N/m 2
dynamic pressure) from 105,000 ft will take 2 hours and 40 minutes,
a deep stall descent will endure only 25 minutes and the dynamic
pressure will be only 35 N/m 2, so that the deep stall mode appears
to be a safer descent mode. The Airplane will be commanded to recover
from the deep-stall mode at adequate altitude to make a conventional
landing on the planned landing strip. The landing speed being 8 m/sec
(15.5 kts) at sea level and the high glide ratio of the Airplane make
a soft and safe landing possible.
The Airplane flight testing is to be performed at the NASA
Dryden flight research center and the balloon drop system will be
pretested with a Mini-Sniffer high al_itude RPV.
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g 4. RECOMMENDED CONFIGURATION
g The recommended configuration for the Mars Airplane is theelectric powe d Cruiser/Lander. This recomm ndation is based on
the following conslderations:
g a. The superior performance of the electric powered
Airplane (section 3.12).
g b. The higher expected reliability and lower develop-
ment and qualification costs of the electric power-
g plant.
H c. The configuration design is such that the Landerversion has very high commonality wi h the Cruiser
version, so that a single Airplane will . developed
H with a relatively small separate development effort
of an add-on Lander related system to be either incor-
I porated in the proposed 1984 mission or more probably
for use in sample collection role in a later MSR
H (1988 - 90).
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I I. SUMMARY
j The attached is an informal engineering report defining the propellerdesign, the performance characteristics, and blowover ,ootprint for the Mars
i Airplane.
Propeller DesiRn= The propeller layout was determined using a
J propeller design developed at AeroVironment. This methodprogram uses
standard blade element theory, incorporating both axial and tangential
I interference flows and the tip correction. The chord, twist and section
aerodynamic properties are arbitrarily def; led at five equidistant stations on
I the blade span. The program then prints out power coeffldent and propeller
ettidency for a range of advance ratios and pitch angle settings (13_ from
i which power and effldency curves may be plotted as a function of advanceratio for various _itch angles. In addition, l cal operating lift c efficie ?s
are printed out at each condit;on. These can be used to determine whether
I the stall limits of the section h_ve been exceedea.
I The propeller airfoil operates at a low Reynolds number (- _0,000) and
the flight speed corresponds to a Mach Number of about 0._ to 0.9 in the
- _ worst case. Thus conventional airfoils will not be suitable. A study of
II
existing low Reynolds number alrfoUs was made. It is believed that a
suitable airfoil will be thin (J.J%), of relatively large camber (_96), and will
I probably require (urtiflcally induced transition. For the final deslEn, a
reprcJ_ntative pertormance was assumec_ corresponding to an airfoil
;I I
JJ operating between the conditions of CL=0._ , Cd=.02 and CL=I.I, Cd-=.026_.
i This appears tO be an achie-,abJe performance cornp_re_ witF :'.retlcal
g predictionsol the Epl_er61 and 62 and airfoils actuallyteste"_:";:,__ig+;,r.
ItIsbeUeved thatwhileno exbtlnllairfoilha= exactlytheser_-._, ._|_:_.,:
I onecanbecllesllFte¢lwhichwill meet th=n.
I Five WOlPelle="Flanforms were _S[lined,cor_ititutin& _, ..:, .'_¢ive
Frocem directed tow&(b tallorb_ the propeller for the I%lvan _,r/rame, I_'|'*"
W !:
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I task. It has a diameter of 4 m, tip chordof 0..5 m and twist of 2_°. ' it is
intended that this shouldbe a variable pitch propeller,and a 13range of 20° .iiI' _i_
I is required to meet design conditions. The propeller operates between 3/10
and 9_0 RPM, and has an effiaency of about $0% over the major operating
I range. Maximum powr" requirement is 11._ KW (1_ Ho).
I It is noted that the propeller performanceis limited by a number of
conflgurational and aerodynamic constrllnts. Diameter and blade number
are restricted by requirements that the propeller blades fold_ while the.
I propertiesof the Martian atmospherecausethe airfoil to operate at high
B Mach Number and low Reynoldsnumber.
Performance Chm'actenstics, The aircraft performance curves at
Q three different masses(l_0, 22_, 300 kg) and at altitudes between -2 and 15
km are presented. A table showingperformdncelimiting fac¢ors in various
flight ranges is also provided. Characteristic performance for the al,rcra4t
with propeller V is asfollows=
I Cruise Power at 4 km I CellinglMax. ClimbR.te
^"°='= i" I ml m,,
"" (_ks) i , 6_ i " ! ,0
g B_owoverFootprint= A, study of the blowover characteristics of the
aircraft wasmade, This lnvc.veclcalculating the aerodynamicforces for ahorizontal windof any orle.ltatlen relative to the airframe. The Intersection
with the groundplane of the resultant of the. aerodynamic force and the
i gravitational force was then computed,yielding a dosed curve on the ground
(called the blowoverfootprint) for each :um_medwind dynamic pressure.
I This imalyub not require spedflrJtion landing par gee_netry,dram of the
hich tlw: dulg_er can arbitrurlly =elect. Providing the enve:opeendmlng
I the Imdi_g Mar contact [_Ints falls outside _heblm_ver footprint, the
_u_ra;t _11 not be upeet by horlzont_J winds. _lmmver footprint= vere
•I plotted for the alrcrsft horizo_ud c_e and also for the winp tilted 8t 3° to
H the horlsonrd.
!
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hor|zontal ¢¢5e, blow.over will not oc¢_ until wind speeds comparable to _e
flight speed &e a_,_seved. However, for the wing tilted 3°, blowover occurs
i I at a q of about 19 N/m 2, when the wind is blowing _ degree_ off the nose.
I The general result of the blowover analysis is that it there is a small
_'ee of tilt the aircraft is sel_itive to quartering winds (blowing at I_J° off "
I the nose). However, stability up to a q o! about 19 NIm 2 is obtained from i
an arrangement o! landing gear with the lateral pads located in line with, or !
I ahead of, the c.g. and about 2 meters either side of the vertical plane of
symmetry and a pai5 of rear supports p_.adt the same distance apart and l
I meter or more be:_ind,the c.Z. The above is not a proposed landing gearl,.youtp only a del_ription of a layout which wo,ld be suitable from blowover
condderations. Obviously, the landing gear must meet other more important _
I requirements. The footprint,: -_own in this report will aid the designer for J
j the blowover case. !!
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I 2. PROPELLER DESIGNS
m
I Propeller de_,Kn! was a false start that was made using Improper
_ assumptiorB. No more needsto be saidof it.
DeSil_; !! _aq made using a radius for the prop of !.25 meters. The
- II resulting propeller had suci, a large chordthat it did not appear practical.B This I_r_ chordwas neededto producesufficent thrust without havingthe
blade tip becomesupersonic.
!
For propeller dc_isn 111,radius 1.75 meters, the design parameters
I were chosenas follows. The tip Mach Number must never exceed 0.9, and
for the aJrcraIt at 300 kg and at an altitude of 7 km the propeller must be
able to absorb all the output power of the engine without stalling orexceedingthe tip Mach Number limitation. Theserequirementsgave a first
B iteration chord and twist distribution for the propt when constant loadingwas assumed. The chord for the inner sectionsof the prop was modified to
provide for a transition to the hub, and the twist distributionwas modified l.l _ooo.. ,r oro oo,.d Bi- .. for cruise, but not so goodfor climb. The main problem was that the prop
slower, resulting in the paradoxthat the plane wouldclimb slower when it
was light than when It was heavy. The propeller wasincapableof absorbing
all of the engineoutput at theselow flight speedswithout stalling.
a To overcome this problemDIt was decided to analyze the prop at
different collective pitch angles,and to see what the performancewas like
I a_ter the prop had stalled. From the results of this analysis, the best
settinlp for the prop were foundfor bothcruiseandclimbpwhile still staying
I below tip Mach The resulting performance was found to be morethe limit.
reasonablewith the lighter plane having a greater rate _ climb than the
I hauvyone.
| i,
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rI In an effort to improve the dimb and cruise performance of the prop,
another design was tried with a larger radius, but with the same absolute
g chord dtstribution and twist distibution. This prop showed climb and cruise
performance superior to design IIL The increase in performance is .ilj ._ii
g attributable to two effects. First, the larger prop has more area, and henceis less Prone to stalling at any given thrust level. Second, the larger Prop
has lower axial and radial Interference terms, which tend to increase the
g efficiency of the prop at any one operating point.
g Up to this point a rather conservative estimate had been made as to
the drag of the airfoil sectic, l to be used on the prop. The drag of the airfoil
U was to rapidly as from anassumed
increase the lift coefficient varied
optimum value. Although this does occur with low Reynolds number airfoils,
g it was found that this effect had been greatly overestimated. If all drag is
removed, the total aerodynamic losses are cut in half or better. This gives
B up to 91% efficiency for the prop. Because of this it was decided to use the Iilift- drag polar of an Fppler section. The low Reynolds number Eppler
sections can all have their polars approximated by a parabola. The !{
B '"magnitude of the drag increase with lift coefficient is about the same for all :?:-
the Eppler sections, with the only difference being in the location of the I_[
G minimum drag point and the ankle of attack range for unstalled flow. For _,_:
airfoils similar to the Eppier 62 and 63 sections, these parameters are
U determined by the airfoil camber and Reynolds number. The polar used for I_f
design V, is shown in Figure 2-1. Note that only CL values between 0.:; and _.'_
i 1.1 are considered in the a,_alysls.
j The planform for design V was different from those used previously, inthat the chord at the tip was increased and the chord at the inner areas was
decreased. _ resulting propeller data and planiorm are shown in Fig,Jre 2-
I 2. The performance of this prop Is shown in Figure 2-3. Note that the
effidancy Is almost always greater than $0% when the CL is between 0._all
,IB and hi. The climb and cruise performance of the prop Is shown in Figure 2-
111
_. The shape of the climb curve for the 1_0 kg aircraft is due to the
I Inability _ the propeller to absorb all the output power of the engine at low
altitude, T,le propeller collective pitch angles and 3_ are shown in Tables 2-
-- 1 and-2-2) along with other data of Interest.
A5
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3, BLOWOVERFOOTPRINT CALCtlLAT|ON ,*
The forces actln8 on the aircraft when it is sittin 8 on the ground are
g 8ravity end aerodynamicforces from the wind, as well as supportreactions.Aerodynamic forces come from three main item_: the winss, tail, and
fusellqLe. For each of these items, there _re six components: three forces
and three moments. It c_n easily be shownthat the moment about the
vertical axis (the yawinr_moment) can be ignoredfor the blowoverproblem.
Q Of the five remaining components,only a few are of sufficient magnitude to
be of interest. These are the fuselase and tail side force, the win8 lift,
drtl[_ lind moment. Eact_of these forces or moments acts on or about a
certain point in space. These forces and momentscan be transformed to
components about a common point, which was arbitrarily taken to be the
._ c.8, of the _rcraft. The resultant of the ip'avitationaJand aero forces and
moments about the aircr_t may now be found. The interaction of this
U r_sultant with the ground plane represents the point of application of the
-- r
_ l_roundreaction. The locusof suchpoints is made by varyinR the sideslipanlile0/S, at constant dynamicpressure. This gives the blowover footprint !r
t _e
for the aircraft, if the footprint lies entirely within a polygondefined by *
m
: M the landingBeer, the aircraft will not bl_wover.m
I . The biowover footprint for the aircraft in a normal attitude is shownin
l;| Fqpzre )-h Positive X is in the forward direction for the aircraft and the
__ orlliin Is directly below the c.lZ. Note that a q of 26.t) N/m2 will not
L"
overturn the aircraft0 even thouRhthe aircraft wouldbe izirbornif q reaches ._
2a.3 N/m 2. "_
The second footprlnt_ Fll_ure 3-20 showswhat would happen If the :_
-- I alrcr_t landed with the win|s tilted 3 delFees off of horizontal, In this
zttltude_ t q of about 19.6 N/m;t is neededfor overturnlnL
J
|
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B
U The drooped wing case was not fully analyzed for several reasons: (I)
U It doesnot seem to be necessary. The aircraft is not very easily overturnedin its normal configuration. (2) It wouldappear that the droopedwingsmay
i be counter-productive. This configuration creates a rolling momentinto thewind suffidently powerful to causeoverturning.
An approximate calculation of the into the wind overturningmomentis
as follows. The horizontal section of the wing is assumedto have a lift
coefficient of one. Assumethat the _/indIs coming about 30° to 4_° off of
the nose. Then it is easyto see that the droopedtips will be stalled andthus
i generating a force coefficient equ_ to one in a direction normal to their
surfaces. The windwardtip will be forced down,the leeward tip forced up,
I thus causingan overturning moment Into the wind. Fcom this moment, andfrom the total vertical force on the aircraft it is now possibleto compute
the half width of the blowoverfootprint Y* due to this effect alone. This
I varies with q as follows:
| ,,
I Lateral Footprint Semi-width dueto drooptips aloneJ
. q (NIm 2) Y* (m)i
l_ 2._
17._ 4.3
20 _.9
22.,_ $.,_
l).gZ_
B As can be seen,the aircrait will beoverturned In any windof about q =
23 NIm2 or more, ¢Oml_Ued to a q over 26._ NIm2 without droopedtip=. In
I the case of the _P tilted wins the problem b more complicated. The wins=
may not be droopedthe sameamount, or one tip ndght not touch the Found,
I However, the best that could be hopedfor b a small Improvement ;n the
overturnlns moment. This Improvement is less than the delFadatlon in the
I zero tilt ¢meo
I
I _,-14
I
E [] N W
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I it should be noted that the values Y* _ven are the lateral semi-width
of the footprint due to the droop tip alone, ignoring all other aerodynamic
I forces. As an indication of the combined effect, a full calculation was made i
at q = 22._ N/m 2 and a yaw ankle of 30°. For the winss level and 3° tilted !
g case, with droop tips, the new Y* value is shows below.
....... . ........ !
g ....... L'teral Foot_P_nt _m L'idt h i 'Droop tip alone Droop tips plus Droop tips plus
other aero terms other aero terms : •g
a m m m
s._ S._ 7.0
_. , j J .
!
IjI
tl
H
U
H
H
g
H
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m Proposedscientific experiments for Mars planetary exploration
wtll require a certain level of performance from the Hars air- '
'48 m plane. Requirements based upon this level of perfomance were
• used tn thts report for the preliminary design of the at_raft _
m 'navigation, guidance, and control equipment and associated " '
m software. 'E
A mtsston scenario ts developed to determine the functions and i
sequencing of each Item of equipment. Choices are crtttcal ::,L
m because of the extreme need to mtntmtze weight. Based on current :_
technology, equipment has been selected or estimated to fulfill the .
O performance requirements. Special effort was given to navigating
g on Flats, which has no magnetic fteld reference, after a long Journey
through space. Avoiding collision with the as-yet Inaccurately
O mappedterrain, and soft vertical landtng after a long fl|ght, are
Other areas which contributed to equipment selection.
!J,LI
g "':
.i "'
- Hi?..,• _;...."-,,.. , ,..., _ . _-
._._" " _.'_ _.. . _ _
, _.., _,"t_._ , _ ,,>. ;_ "
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!If I 3. MISSIONDESCRIPTIONAND RETIREMENTS
I ).1 Pre-Launch Checkout and Flight to MaR Orbtt
._i A typical lilts Atrplane can be equipped wtth a numberof scientificJ
I payloads. Airplanes wtth a particular configuration of payloads
i w111 be released on Mars as required.
There ts enoughsimilarity between the aircraft performance
requirements for all of the payloads, however, so that only one
I design atrcraft wtth one design navigation, guidance, aod control
avionics wtll be built for all the missions.
Four atrcraft tn their Individual aeroshe|is wtl] be mounted
! •together onto a deplo_,ent fixture tn a spaclt vehicle called a
carrier. The navigation, guidance, and control avionics (here-
I •after :ailed "avionics") wtll have been completely checked out
i prior to thts installation. Each aircraft ts electrically con-
netted through tts aeroshell to the carrier, so that additional
I testing or last mtnute changes can be madefrom theprogram
-..e. launch area. After launch, checkouts can be conducted pertodt-
B ..... cally upon earth commnd vta radio 11nk to the carrier. Except
*_..i!:_i;_i: rot* these tnfltght checks, there ts no requirement for avionics
operation unttl Mars orbit ts reached, and so the equipment wt|l
t
remtn off nearly all of the ttme after earth launch.
........ < rimitn t n_t l Orbit-to dePlo!t the airplane aeroshells Is ,.
.... , ',,,_,_'-,'_,..,. _-."..... - . = ,,
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I dl.! (Continued)
i , ?
avionics wtll continue to sense tnerttel inputs andwill maintain _,j -,
i
andcomputeairplane attitude andposttton for the reminder of the 4 :
;I nowbegin vta the airplane's data link, using the aeroshell ltnk
;V
_: antenna. ;
El _+
: 3.3 Oiorbtt I_neuver +_
The llirs Atrplane strapdowntnerttal systemno_provtdesattitude
i7'
data whichcausesthe control system'ockets to orient the aero-
shell prior to the deorbtt maneuver. I/hen the correct attitude
and ttmts reached, the aeroshell wt11 be llccelerated towardsMilts
:_ by the ReacttonControl System (RCS)undercontrol of the avionics.
Thedirection of the acceleration vector .tll be co,l_lndedwtth
7 reference to the aeroshe11, in order to achte_e the desired entry
orbit, aeroshe11attitude mustbe knownto an accuracy of TED
degreis. This accuracy ts expected to be well within the alrpline's
capability, wtltch ts desi'gnedto handle the greater task of pro-
vtdlng an tnerttal reference frm carrier separation untt1 alms-
. p_.urtc fltght. ThusN can expect an attitude accuracyof I_tter
thin 0.08 digms tf the diorbtt mneuver occurs w_,thlnftve minutes
:, , ;_...... of till'let siliretiott.
"-.L " • ] _\ :
,,_'-;,-3,4 Atioli_irtc lniri
_:k;:,_.;,,:,,_ ':.L,_.
"* " " ">'+"_" "_1_1dl0rblt liver itlrtl siiirll tn!ernil ttMri tfl the avionics ,
,, !tit,, 0hi' of theii .tll be used to pridtct the tim of Itllos- ._,
" ..' p C Ittti_/, • 0iktrs !trii vtrtOil rolel liih u ltiNiltn9 -*
: __l!i++i|l tit lthir ltpmnt tt ".... .. ,,.<",, c 1; ted is mttnl ,ttlmi for other +,+,
+.. .+ . .,. . .,. - +.,. &6
0700030+7-_ _0
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3.4 (Continued)
I As the t|me approachesfor entry, the aeroshe11Is travelling
I tn an environmentfree from measurableexternel torques and
accelerations. G-sens|tive drtft componentsandbtases of the
I tnerttal sensorswtll not degradeaccuracy, a11owtng afor
better tnert|al performancethan wtll be posstble durtng
I atmosphericfl|ght. All of the non-usedsctenttf|c andavtontcs
I payloadswtll be turned off durtng thts phaseto conservebattery
power, Theav|onJcs control systemandRCSconttnue to me|ntatn
I aeroshell stability aga/nst any m|nor d|sturbances.gg
,i I Oneof the |nterval ttmers wlll predtct whenthe aeroshell ts at
12 ks altitude. The radar altimeter wtll then be turned on tn I
,_1 preparation for readtng the 9 Ionchute deploymentaltitude. The
i 12 kmprecedesthe 9 kmalt|tude by three to four mtnutes ttme.
3.5 Ae..roshel!ChuteDeployment
l The avtontcs computerprovtdes the chute deploy commandto the aero-
I shell chute systemwhentt passesthrough 9 ks. At thts ttme a number
of additional navigation andcontrol sensorsare turned on to provtde
I computertnputs durtng the 20 secondparachute fall. Thesesensors
I _ k, r_:_:,. T _ J ' ' _1 ,d' beromtr, calt, tude a_ at,peed, doppler radar, andComsat
m*_i._:_!_:/L,_* ranging. At th|s tqu, the strepdown_nputatlons are resolved
1979003957-119
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I 3.S (Continued)
coordtMto equivalent last fixed it carrter seperitton, Both
I pttch and roll attttude wt11, therefore, be tmpr_ved, Aztmuth
i iegle wtll rtmln wtth the accuracy left from cirrter separation,
whtle azlmth rite w111be mlntalned by the RCSrockets and the
I control avionics, The leroshe11 wtll be or|anted towards the
destred tnlttll flight heedtngand the cover w111be ejected
I towardstM eM of the fall sequence.
I 3,6 Atrpline Oepl_nt
Twoend i half ktlomters end20 secondsafter the chute his
I deployed, the airplane wtll unfold while attached to the then-
I ¢overless aeroshell endbe releised for fltght, M aircraft
fltght angle accuracyof better thin ten degrees ts requtred
I wtth respect to the x-y pline, [t Is expectedtMt thts angle
i wtll be knownto better then three degreesat the ttm of air-plane release. Thestre_ systm, ictJeg 11tpert is I
I "vertlctl_', w111conttnue to tWrove 1as esttmtes of pitch
eM r_ll ingle is the mtsslonproceeds, Ourteg the pertod 1me-
I dtitely follovteg rtlelse, tM atrplane w111c11nb (or dive) on
a jj in IMitated ilrspeed scheduleto in 1Metal reference altttude
g In o_ler to enter tM _ fltght Msston stage wtth mxtml
e
-. • _"._ _tltty of success, The Intttll coMltton elevator IM wtegs-V.
_ _ * _'* _" _ "_ _*_" _ _" _ L " * L mvtl .aft trim coMlttons wtll be blendedout is tM ltrplille
• L, . ,, '
• .,:.,.:, _..._'..._:.:_ " _ -. .
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3.7 Hers Atrplane Free Fltght
I i i ,,The a|rplane turns and begtnsto fly at the altttude and In the
I direction contained tn 1as stored proftle program. Sc|ent|f|c
payloadsw|11 nowbe act|rated according to the preprogrammed
I sequenceor on commandfrom the Comsatupllnk. The Comsatw111
transm|t range pulses to the atrplane along wtth the upltnk
I commanddata. Thesepulses wtll be transpondedback to the
I Comets, whtchwtll then transmtt computedrange back to the
airplane. A pos|tton accuracy of 1 Im |n the Hers x-y plane
O _s desirable. The atrplane wtll be capableof achtev|ng tw|ce
that accuracytn the x-y plane, along wtth an accuracyof four
percent of altitude, while tn f11ght.
U Guidance, tn general, wtll be wtth respect to the stored f11ght
O proftle tn the avlontcs computer. Earth control can changethts
prof|le wheneverdestred. Ourtngf11ght tn canyonsandover
or 1ess-we11-mapFedterratn, gutdance f11ghthazardous to the
proftle wtll operate tn conJuncttopwith real-time terrain
E avoidance. 14alntatntngclearance to vertical and horizontal
I obstacles wtll pr_vtde the prtaary |nputs to the control system
_htle the atrcraft othenvise follovs the plannedproftle as
I closely as possible. Collision avoidancedoesnot degradenavt-
i gatton accuracy, however. Eventhoughthe elr_raft lay be .,_¢
_ tmporartly self-guided "off coum", tt wtll al_ys mtnta|n
.... i'
I
i ''r ,
I f "
'_ _'Pmm-r" _gl_-m_wJqrr'w_ "_"m_" _11"_'',-. B", ..... ny _ _
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I 3, 7 (Conttnued)There ts no sucheatstly accessible heedtngreference on Hers,
I however. 6yrocompasstngwhtle tn f11ght would be su)Ject to the
only s11ghtly knownturbulencechatractortsttcs of the atmosphere,
i andwould requtre tnerttal Instrumentsbetter than those requtred
i to perfom the nav4gatton. Celestial navtgat4onts uncertain dueto posstble atmosphericobscurity atnddifficulty of acquisition.
I Posttton ftxes from the Comatt, however,wtll prov|de for an
|reprovingesttmato of atrplane heedtngas the mtsstonproceeds.
I Heatdtngatccuracyts expectedto 1reprovefrom atntntttatl 3° accuracy
to 1" accuracywtth|n 30 mtnutosttm after statrt of attmosphertc
I irl | ght.
I An atctu81stsston leg wt11 proceedunderetther norm1 or terratn-
I avotdance-augaentedgutdancebetween_wopotnts. Twoother nodes
wtll be avattlable for spectatlparts of the mtsston. Whenthe
I objective trill be prtmrtly to trevel from onepotnt to another,
8 mtntmmenergy proftle wtll be computedto.conserve fuel mmnd
I prolong_sston ttm. blm at|rcratft stability has Increased
i tmportamt, suchatatdurtng certatn masurments, fl :ght control
loops vtll be tightened art the expenseof at stall loss t. gutdance :_,
i_ ;_ _: ' - dionetev msureme_ vtumJ body axts rates must be eltMr kept
, , ... . , ,:, = ala'6
: _ _ .,.:,. • to. or, knom to. • precision of 3X 10 rad/f..c.
d
_,_-,_. -,,._, - ,,_"--,_,_," ,_'.-,'.._,,:" ,... • , _ , . _ _ - , )
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_I 3.8 Atrplane Landtn_(Optional Con,ftquratton)
I A landtng stte _11 havebeen selected prt_r to the landtng
i operation. The stte wtll be programmedtnto the computerfrom e
earth launch, andwtll be modtfted tf necessaryanyttmeprtor
I to the landtng. The atrplane wtll navtgate to the landing stte
andproceedto a smoothlandtng, augmentedby the Temtnal Site
I Selection System(TSSS). TheTSSSprovtdes ftne corrections tn
i the landtng sequencefor object avoidance.
As forward speedIs reducedand _he atrp]ane pttches up, control
I surface effectiveness decreases. The fltght control system
I transfers control from the elevator, a|leron andengtne thrust
to a controlled eltttude rate descentustng the fonvard and aft
I verttcal thrusters and the left andrtght roll thrusters. Altt-
i rude _ate cmmnd Is flared to a nom|nal value (e.g., 1.5 a/s vy)for touchdown. Landtngstrut swttches stgnal the computerto cut
I all engtnes. Atrplane powerremtns on, to measurepresent posi-
tion ustng tM Comsat,and present beedtngby sensingplanetary
I rotation.
I A|rplane Verttcal (Optional3.9 Takeoff Conftgurat|on)
Theavtontcs systemts poveredup at least th|rty Mnutes prtori •to takeoff, exclusive of I_rs to Earth comuMcatton delay ttw.
i Thts alloys for • self-test to assure successof the next Msston
le9. I'ollovlng tim self-mr, the airplane's three axes are
_ "tlltlpId _ te the strapdom CmlXlrterustnll the gravity vec_l)r and
_:_/:_ i_ planet rotation for pitch, ro11, and MMIql ugles.
" "'i..... S,-,1LI
l
_ ,,,_ q;_,_,-,_ ........... • ,_.... 1_ _ • "_
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I 3., (co.t,...,) Ii
-- The atrcreft wtll be abe,3to lift off vertically by the four l!i
I thrusters, wtth stab|ltty mtntatned by the contrnl avionics, t_-
" At 1,000 raters altitude, the atrplane engtne ts turned on and li
I control ts blended tnto the aerodynmtc control surfaces as |_
i fo_a_l atrspeed Increases. After approxtmtely one minute of
thruster burn ttm, the thrusters are able to be turned off as
I the aircraft achteves sl_ble fo_ard rltght towards the next
progrlmed experlmnt.I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
• . . ";,., ;.._ .":,," ._.
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4. NAVIGATION,GUIDANCEANDCONTROLFUNCTIONS,ANDHARDMARE
1 IHPLEHENTATION
I TheNavigation, Guidanceand Control (NG&C)Avionics (previously *i
designatedas "avionics" fc,r thts report) can be consideredas a
I 'systemwhich requires certatn tnputs, perfoms the NC_Cfunction,
andprovtdescertatn outputs. Figure 2, which ts a block diagram
I of the NG&Ccomputersoftware modules, Is Introduced here because
I tt doubleswell as a functional block diagramfrom which to derive
the hardwarerequirements and Implementation. Ftgure 3 Is a block
diagramof LheproposedhardwareImplementation. Table I shows
.... che specifications and performanceof someposstble sample
equipment.
I 4.1. 5_;rapdown,.I ertt al
i Wtth respectto Ftgure 2, the "Navigation" function requires air-
craft attitude, attitude rates, postgton, and posltton rates tn
order to perfom the complexfiltering necessaryto estimate the
actual vehtcle attitude andposition state vectors. Attitude,
I'_ attitude rates, and posttton rates are dertved primarily from the
stralxlownfunction. Stralxlowntnerttal waschosenover gtmbel
tnertlal becauseof the lower wetght, andthe htgh performance
*' _ whtchhas nowbecomepess|ble wtth microcircuits to performthe
• algorithms formerly carried out mcl_,tcally by rotattng gtmbals,
Attitudes andattttude rates are also usedtn the fltght control :
if:iN;i::;:! ,, functton_wMch.,provides.,the output drives tO the aircraft controls.
i: >•:;:_:::;),_2:_i- Irltght contr0! ts included tn Ftgure 2 fn the five most right-hand "
" E "" _" - " " , * " - ' _
• . , n.l__
,: • !
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I 4.4 (Coot, nued) I'],i ::i
-- and seasonal variations can be predicted tn advance to some .
, beextent at least, and outside temperature can be measured,t i! i
Resulting accuracy tn determining altttude will, therefore, be
gll ' tll the order of 10 meters accuracy near the surface. This could
I mprovedto better than § meters by calibration wtth the radar
altimeter as noted In Section 4.3. • .. _._
I The bsolute pressure transducer and temperature sensor, which
.!
transducer whtch measures pttot less stattc pressure for cam :_:
i . puttng Indicated airspeed (1AS). ZASts used tn fltght control ':'
I and durtn9 the landtng and takeoff maneuvers, il _H
I doppler shlfts lnduced by the three axes of atrcreft motion. A 11_]
• four bum doppler .tll be used to provtde mtntmumsensitivity to
i aircraft attitude. The resulting velocities .tll be resolved tnto
I ' r heedtng velocity, drtft velocity, and verttcal velocity. D_
,,dv. I.1 cI..,,. ,I,., soth. th.,1.f't c,, ,voldv.r-
.;--,_:_#:i;_[;,,_-#']-,:': [ ,, ttctl obstacles ted s|dwal_s. It ts not tntended for the atrcraft IS
ii._-"."i;..-.:..--.-L_. ,.. to fly openloopthroughr_loa terrain, W!dedonlyb),the terra!n :_
_L;_i_;;_;,:_.i_-_.", ivoldtlme systlin, llttber, the flight pli_ ,!11 be pllnnld, to llv:ot(! _ .]L_
"_"__" _,,,, ,._.. .,..-,, ,, .,. ,.. . ; ,, , .. - o , . _ . . . , ;,
':" _; _" ,_"._'.,i:.._;-.'.::'_:<,';,_:,..,.;_.;,,:_:;.,-:,.,'.,_. ;...... i ..,._-. .' .. " • -..:- - -. . . , ., ,'.:" :.I
B:_._:_,.,..o--_---_--,_.:[:,._;,;_.;,-.#,;,_,,;• .::,:-. ,.:..: ,.,-. ,, :,. .... ,.- . . . ,.., .. ,,. ._ . . .. ., .,,,,.....,...,..
.ill_. _,'.,_,-_.'-,%.',.,,..,..,, :,.::,;,.....,'.',;'., : .. ,,,
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lie 4.8 A|rcreft Controls
_ m ourtng deorbtt, descent, and parachuteflight, "on-off" thrusters ,i
m which are p_rt of the aeroshell are usedto control stability,under commandof the atrcreft flight contr l. After he airplane
'_l " is released from the aeroshell and parachute, atmosphericfl,ght ._!
ts controlled by the atler_s and elevator. The surfaces are
' m drtven by electromechantcalactuators which wtll provtde 360 tn-lbs _ !_
I posttton and rate follow up signals to the computerfor loop closure.
For the landtng andopttonal takeoff phase, control will be by "on- 41m off. thrusters mountedon the aircraft fuselage. Theywtll provtde
| ,, TN,..,s,._,_.,o,s_.--(Tsss) I::i
_ TheTSSSwtll provtde corrections into the guidancesystemtn much
autonomouslynavtgate to the lendlng area. TheTSSRwtll tdenttfy _:
! the presenceof anomltes--boulders, crevices, and stall craters- /'
aM steer the a|rplane to the smoothestarea vtthtn tts tote1 fteld
of vtev. Thts type of systm ms proposedfor the Vtktng Msstons, I_!
.,:!|:' m
_ :,_.:_;._-_._..",,,, - , - • . _ ....
_..,:._...._,,._",,_,_.' ; %; .
'_'_' '_',_':'-._-'-._-_ ...... ; "" _-""-.-------- _-I"_ _-- "" qlr;'*.... _*'-*- _l _ I ,_ r
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i S. COgPUTERREQUXREHEItTSS.1 ComputerHardware
I The atrplane cmputer perform the following general functions:
•fltght control
I • navigation
I •gutdance
• mtsstonsequencing
I •vehtcle mnagemnt
• Input/output
I • self-test
As ts evtdgnt from thts 11st, the computer.111 be .hat |s ..ten
tamed a "general purpose"machtne,tn that tt .tll requtre a large
g Instruct|on set and a ]ot of I/0 capab|ltty. Eachof these functions
G hasa very close parallel |n certa|n rmotely ptloted vehtcles flytng
today. Esttmtes for computerspeedaM mmr), requirementshave
I been basedon current remtely ptloted atrcraft aM are showntn
Table If. The figures are basedon a compute_.tth the folio.trig
Instruction ttms: add - 2.5 .sac mlttply - 9.0 .sac.
%
a Thecomputervt11 Mve doubleprecision arltlmttc vhlch .tll be
B MCeSsary .*or sore of the Nvtgltto. ccmputattons. Themmory ts
_,+++ .... . est|mted t;o be coNx)sedof 20Kof 16 btt vord smdcoMuctor read-
_, /r r_ J_;_ _ _1__ (ItOH) for tM perlment progrm end4K of plated .1re
• _ /_ ++_ or shtelded core for the rod-wire mm_.
• , ,++,++ ++ + , . + + + _,
, . , +++_ + ++++-=, • ° .+ + + ++ + • , ++,++++
, .." .... +++++ ..... ++ - _+_-L ++++ +_+++ ,_ + -,-<, ,_+' + • + + + ++_+ •
+++++++_, -. °+ +_+++ + _ ++ +.+ • + ++ \* ++. + ++ +
.... , + .... +_ B-;13
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5.1 (Continued)
The interfaces to the computer have been shown tn Figure 3. Host
of the computer Z/O wtll be Direct HemoryAccess (I)MA) to handle
the large numberand frequent cycling of the inputs and outputs.
s.2 Computersol.re
I Figure 1 has already showna breakdownof the _rs atrplane computer
software. The program Is arranged in mdules to allow flexibility
for changesdurtng the design cycle and verification during system
testtng. Each of the mdules has been stzed for processing time and
memorybased on the remotely piloted airplane cow)uter of Section 5.1.
Table lZ shows thts tnfomatton, resulting tn a 48S processing duty
cycle and sore extra mmory to assure a conservative esttmte.
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I TABLE,,.;I
" C t
I NG&CCOMPUTERTIHING & H_ORY REQUIRENENTS 't
I HODULE TIHE (us) ,, TI .I_E/$EC HE'etOR.__YY
ti Strapdown 3000 SO lSO,OOO 2000 ,ComsatRangtng 1000 10 10,000 2800 •
Radar Altttude 50 10 500 30 :: '_
I Doppler Veloctty 1000 10 !0,000 3SO ,-
Terrain Following 3000 20 60,000 680 - _ ;
:_ Air Data Computations 1SO 10 1,S00 50 ,
: Data Ltnk 900 10 9,000 200
• Htsston Sequenc|ng 1100 10 11,000 500 ) .
_l Gutdance 2900 10 29,000 400
:m Status Hon|tor 500 10 5,000 300
:m ]n-Flight Se]f Test 100 10 1,000 1200
_ F11ght Control 3000 SO 150,000 2000
Land|ng 500 10 5,000 300
11
Mtsc. 1000 10 10,000
TOTALS: 480,000 ,se¢ 14530words
_L [ ' / -_ T I _ t i7" ' ' "7 '
i
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I 6. ENVIRONHENTALREQUIREHENTSThe two liars atrplane environments of particular Interest are
I temperature and pressure. Ilechantcal and electr_agnetic
environments will be specified, however these are not expect_l
I to be greatly different than required for present earth equtpnlnt.
i Since one objective of thts atrplane Is that tt be low cost, l;he
use of existing lightweight and rugged military and other govern-
E ment equipment wtll be maximized, if shielding or shock mounts
are required, they _uld need to be traded off agatnst equtpeont
I design changes. However, these type of changesare not ex_cfAd
E except for sometmperature or pressure sensitive components.
Host of the avionics equipment being considered ts designed to
E operate within the specifications of tliL-E-S400. This allows for
ambient temperatum from -54°C up to +125"C. Altitudes are
specified frog 0 feet (earth) to 100,000 feet (earth). A themal
E analysts of the aircraft equipment bay must be perfomecl to de-
famine _ther the equipment fAIperature ltmtfAttons my beexceeded, if so, sore redestlln wtll be necessary, or sometype
of fAmereture control wtll be required.
The iliitode 11irlti, vhtch reflect the Iquiliint llient pressure
a11oledo vlil be grutor than the 100,000 feet of IliL-E-5400. The
IqUtlillitr will be investigated to Mtemtne whtch colponents are
1
tt
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i 7. RELIABILITY
Table Ill shows preliminaryestimatesfor failurerates of the
I avionicsequipment. The totalprobabilityof successfuloperation
of the avionicsfor a 20 hourmissionis 95.5%.
I
For the probabilityof successof the ent4remission,failure
I contributionsfor the payloadsand airframemust be added. For
I example,if the failurerateof the payloadis equal to the
: avionicsand the airframehas half that failurerate, the total
'l missionprobabilityof successwould be 89%.
1
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I TABLEIII
l PRELIMINARYMARS AIRPLANENG&C RELIABILITYFOR 20 HOUR MISSION
i FAILURE QUANTITY PROBABILITYSUBSYSTEM R T_.._ E PER,AIRPLANE OF FAILURE
Accelerometer 30 x 10-6 3 1800 X 10-6
I Rate Gyro 85 X 10-6 3 5100 X 10-6
I ComsatRadioRange 300 X 10-6 I 6000 X 10-6
RadarA1tlmeter 135 X 10-6 I 2700 X 10-6
I DopplerRadar 400 X I0"6 I 8000 X 10-6
TerrainAvoidance 500 X 10-6 1 10,000X 10-6 _
,_il CAir Data Sensor 25 X 10"6 2 lOOOX 10"6
ComputerI/O 100 X 10-6 I 2000 X 10-6
Processor+ Memory 240 X 10-6 1 4800 X 10-6
ll ControlSurfaceActuators IO0 X 10-6 2 4000 X 10"6 :_
l 2D-hourmissionprobabilityof failure: 45,400X 10-6
m 20-hour mission probabilityof success: 95.5_
!
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